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The RSI Shooting Lab is a valuable tool for anyone participating in firearm related sports. If you hand 

load, it will help select components and keep you organized. If you hunt, it will help set rifle sights and 

choose the best ammo. If you compete, it will help analyze and improve your shooting.  

Shooting Lab is not an electronic version of the same information available in load manuals. It also does 

not estimate “theoretical” pressure and velocity. RSI offers affordable hardware solutions to measure 

pressure and velocity.  Everything included in Shooting Lab is safe and intended to be used with good 

reference materials and proper instrumentation.  

Shooting Lab is compartmentalized and adaptable to your personal needs. Information you enter in one 

area can be used throughout the program. You can selectively choose which parts of the program to use 

and are never restricted because you shoot a wildcat cartridge or bullet that is not in a data base file.  

This chapter contains a general overview of the Shooting Lab's program segments, application menus, 

navigation tips, short cuts, and quick startup instructions. You should familiarize yourself with the contents 

of this chapter to take full advantage of the Shooting Lab's features.  

PROGRAM SEGMENTS 

 
Analyze Targets 

This part of the Shooting Lab uses a novel method to plot and analyze your targets. It will help identify 

problems with a firearm, your shooting, or adjust your sights to increase the probability of hitting a target. 

The segment will even export target data to a spreadsheet program so you can monitor your shooting 

over time. 

 

 

Exterior Ballistics  

The Exterior Ballistics segment will compare the trajectories of any caliber and load under varied shooting 

conditions. The segment will calculate the optimum sight setting and game for a particular load, windage 

and elevation adjustments, the lead needed to hit a moving target and much more. 

Precise output begins with a valid ballistic coefficient and drag model matching the shape of the bullet 

or radar range data for a specific bullet.  Shooting Lab provides several methods for calculating 

ballistic coefficients and will even read .drg Doppler radar range files so you never have to rely on 

questionable published BC’s.  
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Interior Ballistics  

 

This part of the Shooting Lab will help determine the powders and bullets worth testing in your firearms. 

Estimates of Gyroscopic Stability at different velocities can be used in the Exterior Ballistics segment to 

calculate long range gyroscopic drift.  
 
The segment is preloaded with data for most powders and cartridges but can be customized for any 

powder or your own wildcats. This program segment does not estimate pressure or velocity. No software 

algorithms are capable of forecasting shot to shot variations. Actual pressure and velocity for each shot 

should be captured with proper instrumentation. 

Shooting Log  

Serious shooters understand the importance of keeping a shooting log. Competitive shooters "shoot in" 

their barrels for accuracy/ease of cleaning and know all barrels have a limited life span. This part of the 

Shooting Lab provides a convenient way to keep a shooting log and pertinent information about your 

firearms. Individual firearm records include the number of rounds fired and information needed for 

insurance records. Rounds fired from a firearm and entered in this segment are deducted from the 

loaded-round inventory on file in the "Reload Records" segment. You will always know how much of your 

favorite ammunition is available for the next trip to the range.  

Reload Records  

The Shooting Lab includes a convenient way to store information about experimental loads, components 

and chronograph results for quick retrieval. You can even print box labels or keep a loaded round 

inventory for your favorite ammo. Scope and sight settings can be stored with each load record. This data 

will help you reset gun sights for changes in shooting conditions; or even change scopes without wasting 

time and ammunition. If you shoot at different elevations and climates or change scopes, this part of the 

Shooting Lab will be extremely useful.  

Shotgun Records  

The Shooting Lab has a separate database segment for storing shot gun loads. It is similar to the brass 

cartridge load record segment but with different information pertaining to shot loads and some special 

menu items for shot loads.  
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MAIN APPLICATION MENUS  

The various parts of Shooting Lab share a common floating menu. The “File”, “Edit”, “Main” and “Help” 

menus are always active. As program segments are opened (or activated by clicking a window to bring it 

to the front) the corresponding button and menu is enabled. Click a button (or use the keyboard) to open a 

menu or program segment.  

 

On the right side of the menu window is a row of buttons to change the user interface. The top button 

(under the close button) will minimize all open Shooting Lab windows to the taskbar. The middle button 

will hide or show the desktop and the bottom arrow will display a set of programmable buttons where you 

can add links to other programs. To add a program link simply drag it’s icon to any of the buttons. Clicking 

the button will then launch the program. To remove a program from a button right click it and confirm you 

want to remove the link.  

The following part of this manual describes menus that are common to all program segments.  

The “File” Menu  

Close  

This menu closes the currently active window.  

Close All  

Closes all open Shooting Lab windows but does not quit the program.  

Page Setup  

Most reports are automatically configured to the correct size and horizontal or vertical print format but 

not all print drivers will accept standard OS commands. You can use this menu to set your printer 

properties if printed output is not correct.  

Print  

Selecting this menu or typing Ctrl & "P" will open the print dialog and allow you to print reports from 

the active window.  

Exit  

This menu or typing Ctrl & "Q" will quit the Shooting Lab. You can also quit the program by clicking the 

close window button in the upper right corner of the floating main menu window.  
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The “Edit” Menu  

Revert  
Returns the contents of a window back to its state when first opened.  

Undo  

Remove any changes made to an editable text field. Typing Ctrl & “Z” will execute the Undo 

command from the keyboard.  

Cut  

The standard Windows menu cuts text to the clipboard. Ctrl& "X" will also cut text.  

Copy  

Copies text to the clipboard. Typing Ctrl & "C" will also copy text.  

Paste  

Pastes text from the clipboard. Typing Ctrl & "V" will execute the paste text command.  

Clear  

Clears text in a field without cutting it to the clipboard.  

Select All  

Use this menu to select all the text in a field.  

Find  

This menu allows you to find a string of text characters in the currently active window by typing Ctrl & 

“F”. The first incidence of matching text will be highlighted. Type Ctrl & "G" to execute the find feature 

again using the same search string.  

The “Main” Menu  

Convert Data  

This menu converts numeric data to a metric or English equivalent. When the cursor is in a numeric 

data field select this menu or type Ctrl &“=”. Data in the field will be converted and the result displayed 

in a new window. If a field is empty, you will be prompted to enter a metric value and the English 

equivalent will be inserted into the field.  

Analyze Labradar Data  

The exciting new Labradar doppler system offers tremendous potential for shooters interested in both 

precise muzzle velocities AND downrange data that might be used to calculate BC’s.  

The menu opens a window that will load raw data from Labradar’s SD card, augment the data, check 

it for down range reliability and analyze the numbers in ways no one else provides, then save the 

analysis to file.  

The window contains fields which display what has been loaded from Labradar, recalculated 

summaries and entry fields or settings necessary to calculate Ballistic Coefficients. 
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The series number, date and time shots were recorded to the SD card will be displayed at the top of 

the window with buttons to load data from SD, open or save hard drive files or plot the doppler track 

data. 

 

When you click “Load Data” with an SD card 

inserted in your USB card reader, all the shot 

strings (series) on the card will be loaded into a 

new window.  You can select one or more series 

to combine them in a single analysis. 

If you click “Load Data” without an SD card 

inserted and had copied the “LBR” folder from 

the card to your hard drive, you will be prompted 

for the location of the folder and Shooting Lab 

will then load the data from your hard drive. 

 

The default location for saved chronograph files is in your “Documents/RSI Shooting Lab/ 

Chronograph Files” folder.  The “Open” or “Save” buttons will always start at this location but you can 

navigate elsewhere if needed. 

 
The range and velocity units of measure are automatically loaded from the SD card.  The measures 

can be changed “on the fly” by clicking radio buttons at the upper left of the window. A “Sort by 

Range” checkbox makes it easier to see which shots have full range data to the furthest range.  
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The “Firearm” and “Caliber” fields allow you to add more identification information the completed 

analysis to your hard drive.  Use the pop-up menus to enter a firearm and caliber from entered log 

and load records (see Log or Load Records Segments for more information). 

 
As soon as data is loaded from an SD card or file, summary calculations for the string are posted 

below the individual shot detail.  This includes velocity, average deviation, standard deviation, 

high/low and extreme spread at each range plus a number you may not have seen before.  The “95% 

Probability” is an additional reliability factor you can use to compare loads when the number of test 

shots are not sufficient to be statistically reliable (fewer than 10 shots). It means at least 95% of time 

the load should produce an average velocity plus or minus this amount. Unlike standard deviation or 

average, the “95% Probability” number is weighted for the number of shots in the sample to determine 

“bounds on the mean.” (For the statisticians who are interested, the “95% Error” is calculated using 

the two-sided Student’s T-test.)  

 

 
 

Two radio buttons will set the Standard Deviation calculation method to either "Unbiased N" or "N-1 

for Small Samples".  Both methods are used in chronographs although the "N-1" method is preferred 

when strings are fewer than 25 shots.  NOTE: The recalculated S.D.’s are correct and will not match 

Labradar’s due to apparent rounding in its firmware. 

 

 

How To Complete The BC Analysis 

Unlike the above completed example, no BC’s will be displayed until detailed atmospheric conditions 

have been entered manually or from the “Conditions” pop-up menu, the best drag model has been 

selected and the “Calculate BC’s” button is clicked. 

 

First, Clean Your Data - Labradar’s sophisticated firmware does a great job of regression analysis 

through all the tracking data it collects.  Long range velocities will not be displayed for shots if there 

was too much noise, so a majority of shots may not show data to 100 yards. Delete any shots from 

the loaded summary that have insufficient down range data or are obvious “flyers” by right clicking the 

individual shot. 
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There may be additional noise in some shots that is not obvious by simply reviewing the summary.  

Verify your data does not have excessive noise or errors Labradar did not catch by clicking “Plot Trks” 

in the upper right of the window. 

 

A new window will open showing track data for up to 10 

shots.  If the “Errors” box is checked, errors will be 

exaggerated in the plot so you can easily spot any 

additional shots that should be eliminated from the 

analysis. 

 

The plot to the right was captured with Labradar mounted 

on a loose tripod head.  Shots taken with the rifle too far 

rearward so muzzle blast struck the chron. caused several 

shots to be quite noisy until the tripod was tightened. 

 

  

Uncheck any shots that appear “noisy” until the plot 

appears more like this.  The plot to the left only includes 

shots with good data to 100 yards and normal noise. 

 

Return to the main window and delete the same shots from 

the summary (right click lines).  Ideally you want at least 5 

shots left for analysis. 

 

 
 
 

Enter Atmospheric Conditions - To calculate BC’s you need to know the air density, wind speed and 

direction at the time you fired the rounds.  You should also know if you want to calculate a BC using 

ICAO/NATO sea level air density (always preferred) or the old Army Metro air density, and if you are 

entering actual “Station” or adjusted “Altimeter” pressure. 

 
Check the ICAO/NATO button (unless you wish an old Army Metro BC).  Enter the atmospheric 

conditions at the time the series was fired and select either the “Station” or “Altimeter” button which 

corresponds to your pressure data.  “Station” is for actual/absolute barometric pressure that is not 

adjusted for altitude.  “Altimeter” is for adjusted pressure used in weather reporting (Weather 

Underground, radio, etc.) and must also include the location altitude.  Some electronic weather 

meters will display both “Station” or “Adjusted” pressure.  Consult the meter’s documentation if you 

are not sure which kind of pressure readings it produces.  Those with a built in altimeter typically 

display adjusted “Altimeter” pressure.   Those that do not output altitude often display only 

actual/absolute pressure. 

 

Once atmospheric conditions have been entered, the density altitude equivalent will be displayed as a 

tentative name for the condition set.  You can add the condition set to the “Conditions:” pop-up menu 

and change the set name using “add or edit condition” in the menu. 

 
NOTE: The atmospheric conditions menu, fields and settings work identically in the Exterior Ballistics 

segment.  (For more information see the Exterior Ballistics segment.) 
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A head or tail wind definitely changes drag on a bullet, even to 100 yards.  Light winds under 5 mph 

will have minimal impact on results but it will still change BC’s slightly.  Enter the wind velocity and 

direction of the wind when the series was shot. 
 
Muzzle Backset - Labradar has an internal setting to specify the muzzle offset from the side of the 
system but no setting for the distance Labradar is located back from the muzzle.  When shooting from 
a bench it is often convenient to have Labradar located near the receiver so it can be easily controlled 
from the shooting position.   
 
For the purpose of calculating BC’s this introduces a small error caused by the time it takes the 
muzzle blast sound to reach Labradar’s microphone.  The error is only a few fps but can be removed 
using the speed of sound for the air density entered.  Enter the backset from the muzzle and check 
the box to remove this error. 

 
Select Your Drag Model - Most shooters today recognize a G1 based BC is not correct for modern 
rifle bullet shapes.  Many rifle bullets are also the G7 shape so another drag model may provide better 
long range results. If you are not sure of which drag model to use, click “Open Coef. Of Drag 
Analysis”.  (See the Exterior Ballistics chapter and technical addendums r.e. Ballistic Coefficients.) 
 
Select the drag model that best matches your bullet shape.  The Shooting Lab contains both full and 
abbreviated drag model data so you can compare results to on-line sources that use abbreviated 
drag.  For the best results you would typically leave the “Abbreviated Drag” box unchecked. 
 

Adjustment For No Muzzle Brake – Labradar does not directly measure muzzle velocity.  It is located 
some distance to the side of the barrel and an acoustic microphone captures the start time of a shot.  
At 15 or 25 yards the bullet will first enter the doppler beam so down range velocities can be captured, 
then it extrapolates the velocity back to the muzzle from start time.  (Always confirm your side offset 
dimension is properly set when using Labradar so trigonometric corrections are correct.) 

As a bullet exits the muzzle of a barrel without a brake or 
suppressor, bore friction stops and exhausting gases further 
accelerate the bullet for a few inches.  The bullet continues to 
travel inside a plume of venting gases without much air drag.   

The bullet may travel as another 3 - 6 feet before measurable 
velocity erosion begins!  

Since we are attempting to calculate BC’s using measured 
velocity erosion over a short range, this is potentially the 
cause of another small error if the barrel is not equipped with 
a suppressor or brake. 

An experimental feature will attempt to adjust ranges for a barrel’s lack of suppressor or muzzle brake 
to better reflect where velocity erosion begins. If the barrel is not equipped with a muzzle brake or 
suppressor, check “Adjust For No Muzzle Brake”. 
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Click “Calculate B.C’s” – If your data was clean you “should” get an average Sea Level BC that 
reflects both the quality of your ammo (shot to shot deviation) and condition of the bullet as it exits 
your barrel.  Save your completed analysis by clicking the “Save” button and naming the file. 

The default location for all saved files written to your hard drive is in your “My Documents/RSI 

Shooting Lab/Chronograph Files” folder. 
 
You can move the resulting data to the “Notes” in a load record or elsewhere within the program by 
clicking down in the summary and dragging text to an open window.  Note the tip that shows if the 
mouse is over the summary.  Holding the “Alt” key will only drag the summary, hold the “Shift” key 
down to drag tab-delimited text directly to a spreadsheet or other software that supports drag and 
drop text. 

 

Analyze Chron. Data  

Select this menu to download and analyze velocities from conventional optical chronographs or 

Magnetospeed. You will be presented with a window in which to enter velocities from either four 

single-range firing tests or two double-range tests (for calculating BC’s from measured velocity 

erosion). The “Two-Range Data Sets” check box toggles between these views.  

 

Use the pop-up menus to enter a firearm and caliber from log records (see Log Records Segment for 

more information) and the date. Shooting Lab supports drag and drop to move data between windows 

or to other programs that support drag and drop. To avoid typing, simply drag a load from the load 

record index to any of the load descriptive header fields (see Load Records for more information).  

If you own a chronograph with memory or SD card, download velocities into the right most field. 

Select a string of numbers, click down and drag them to the correct field then click the “Analyze” 

button. The Shooting Lab will calculate the summary information for each load.  

 

Shooting Lab shows a number in the summary you may not have seen before. The “95% Probability” 

is an additional reliability factor you can use to compare your loads when the number of test shots are 

not sufficient to be statistically reliable (fewer than 10 shots). It means at least 95% of time the load 

should produce an average velocity plus or minus this amount.  
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Unlike standard deviation or average, the “95% Probability” number is weighted for the number of 

shots in the sample to determine “bounds on the mean.” (For the statisticians who are interested, the 

“95% Error” is calculated using the two-sided Student’s T-test.)  

 

Flyers are automatically detected and can be marked for reference or deleted during the analysis. 

Use the “Set Flyers” button to set the tolerances for flyer detection.  

 

To move the results to the “Notes:” field of a load record or any other window, click down in the 

summary and drag the data to another window or program. 

 
Cartridge Info.  

This menu opens a special index used to locate data for “most” common cartridges. Simply set the 

bullet dia. (or check All) and click a line in the list to see the cartridge diagram and specifications. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The “Summarize” button displays one line of information for the indexed cartridges. Click any header 
at the top of the summary to change how the list is indexed.  Double click a line in the index to open 
the cartridge diagram.  Double click another line to compare two diagrams side by side. 
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Print Blank Targets 

Use this menu to print blank targets. A small “preview” window will open so you can identify a target 

to print. The targets were installed in your “Documents/RSI Shooting Lab/Blank Targets” folder. You 

can add your own targets by saving them to this folder. More information is in the “Read Me” file in 

RSI Shooting Lab folder.  

The first time the window is opened the target 

“thumbnail” image may be empty. Click a line in 

the index to display the target. The last selected 

target is always shown when the window is 

opened. Thumbnail image quality can be set via 

the three radio buttons under the target image. A 

higher quality setting will be slower to display and 

may even lock up systems with inadequate 

graphics. For old versions of Windows the higher 

settings may be disabled.  

 

The Target files are stored in your 

“Documents/RSI Shooting Lab/Blank Targets” 

folder.  You can add files saved in any format 

(including Adobe pdf) to the folder. 

 

NOTE: When using Adobe pdf files you may need to change the default settings for Adobe Reader to 

view only the file image without menus, icons, etc.  Simply right click on the image to see the Adobe 

settings menu, then make the appropriate changes. 

Backup/Restore Data  

This menu launches the Shooting Lab backup utility. 

Use it to back up your personal data to a 

compressed Zip file or to restore data from a backup 

Zip file. The default location for your backup files is in 

your documents folder. After creating a backup, the 

date of the last backup and where it was saved will 

be displayed until a new backup is created.  

When restoring from a backup you are given several 

options for what to do with the files. You can restore 

ALL the files in the backup to their original location 

(return the program to its state at the time of the 

backup), restore only what you have checked in the 

utility window, or extract everything to an external 

location.   
 
Because you have full control of what to restore from a backup file it is recommended you leave all 
the boxes checked (include everything) when you create a new backup file.  
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Preferences  

General program preferences are saved in a window opened by this menu. Sound volume and the 

time delay before help tips are displayed are set with sliding buttons. Moving the sliders all the way to 

the left will turn off sound or help tips.  

You can also permanently disable the startup sound (or hold the 

shift key down on start) and determine if load indexes should open 

automatically when the program starts.  

A password can be assigned to prevent others from accessing 

information stored in the program. Each time the program is 

launched you will be required to enter the password. To disable 

password protection launch the program, open the preferences 

window and click the "disable" button then enter the password 

you used.  

 
 

Plug-in Items  

The SL Plug-ins folder inside your “Documents/RSI 

Shooting Lab” folder contains small utilities that are 

automatically loaded into this menu. To add or remove 

items from the menu simply move them in or out of the SL 

Plug-ins folder.  

Plug-in items included with the program change and will 

not be covered here in detail. Most have built-in help 

menus or help tips. You can add your own plug-ins. Just 

drag a shortcut to any application into  

the SL Plug-ins folder.  
 
There is a shot timer to help shooters 
practice against time constraints, a 
simple calculator, a ZIP file utility, 
lightening distance estimator, a place 
to store notes, one that converts 
rotations of your seating die stem to 
vertical seating depth, others to 
estimate military to civilian brass powder  
charges, IPSC Power Factor & Taylor KO, etc.  

 
  

The “Help” Menu  

This menu opens the LabDocs.pdf Acrobat file directly from the Shooting Lab (Acrobat Reader must be 

installed). The menu also opens a window with “user tips” summarized from the manual or takes you to 

the RSI Shooting Lab support page at our web site.  
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DATA ENTRY SHORTCUTS  
 
Pop-up menus throughout the Shooting Lab 
can be loaded with data you frequently use to 
help facilitate quick and consistent entries. In 
theory you will never need to type information 
more than once if you always use these 
menus. Once an item is added to a menu it is 
accessible throughout the program.  

To help prevent the old “garbage in/garbage 
out” phenomenon, numeric data will be 
checked as you type to ensure it is a valid 
number or date. When possible use the pop-
up menus for text to help ensure your data is 
consistent.  

 

KEYBOARD & MOUSE SHORTCUTS  

Drag & Drop  

Text within a field can be rearranged with drag and drop. Simply select characters in a “editable” field, 

click down and drag the selection to a new location. Output from most segments can be dragged into 

other windows or to programs that support drag and drop.  

For example, if you want to move External Ballistics output to Excel: disable the desktop cover by 

unchecking the box at the right of the main menu window, launch Excel, click down in the trajectory output 

field and drag the contents to the open spreadsheet. It is that simple. Some Shooting Lab windows have 

optional keyboard controls to determine what will be dragged (just one line or all data). The keyboard 

option will be indicated by pop-up tips if applicable.  

Arrow Keys  

When the cursor is inserted into an editable field, arrow keys will move the cursor through text. In index 

views the "up" and "down" keys will duplicate a mouse click on the scroll bar.  

If the cursor has NOT been inserted into editable text and the window has tabs at the top (exterior 

ballistics), the right and left arrows will move the window between views.  
 
Tab Key  
The "tab" or "return" key will move the cursor from field to field where you enter text. The "shift" and “tab” 
key will reverse direction through the fields.  
 

Enter / Return Keys  

The "enter" or "return" keys will automatically select a default button (outlined in color). In windows with 

editable text fields, typing "enter" will first move the cursor from the text field, and typing it again will run 

the analysis. 
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Alt / Ctrl Keys  

The “Alt” key with a letter underscored in menus will open the menu or select an item in an open menu. 

You can also move through items in a menu with arrow keys. The “Ctrl” key with a shortcut letter will 

immediately execute the task without opening a menu.  

 
Mouse Right Click In Fields 

When the cursor is inserted into an editable text field and the right mouse button is clicked, a menu will 

allow direct modification of the field text.  
 

“Cut”, “Copy”, “Paste” and “Select All” duplicate normal behavior but are 
restricted to the selected field.  If the selected field has not changed 
(cursor is still in the same text) “Undo” will reverse the previous action.  
“Delete” will remove all text from the selected field. 

 
 

FILE LOCATIONS  

The program’s folders are organized as pictured below. Each folder contains a “Read Me” file with more 

details about its contents. These folders should not be deleted or moved to other locations on your hard 

drive.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The default location for Shooting Lab files is always in your “My Documents/ RSI Shooting Lab” folder. 

When you click “Open” or “Save” buttons, the Windows file system will point to the contents of one of 

these folders.  You can nest additional folders inside the directories but it is advisable to keep everything 

in the master directory for backup purposes. 
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Quick Startup 

 

The RSI Shooting Lab is a fairly transparent application. If you are an avid shooter and computer user you 

may only need to read this short section to start using the program. Tool tips on buttons and fields should 

provide the rest of what you need to get right to it.  

The data you enter in parts of the program are in turn used for calculations elsewhere or to build pop-up 

menus and data base indexes. Each segment of the program can be used as needed so it is not 

necessary to complete every part of the program. However, if you do not configure the program as 

described below you will not take advantage of the Shooting Lab’s many automated features and will be 

required to manually enter more information.  

Startup Step 1 (Enter Calibers & Load Records)  

The Load Record data base stores your loads and also compiles an index which is used to transfer load 

information to other parts of the program. Load records are also used by the Shooting Log segment to 

maintain a “loaded round” inventory. You should record the loads and calibers that you will be working 

with on a regular basis to take advantage of these features.  

If the index of load records window did not open when you launched the program, click “Loads” in the 

main menu window. (You can change the preferences to always open the brass load or shot load index 

on launch.)  

When the load index window opens, click the menu button again and select “Add New Caliber” from the 

menu (or “new caliber” from the “Calibers” button in the index). Enter the name of a caliber you shoot. You 

will be presented with a blank record to store data for a load.  

HOT TIP: Click the “Set Record Template” button and enter information you would like in every new 

record. Everything you enter will be automatically pre-loaded in each new record.  

Enter text information for the load manually or with user defined pop-up title buttons by each field. Set the 

check boxes to indicate additional case and bullet information for the load (shift key will avoid prompts for 

more info). Enter notes you may have in the notes field provided. If you actively reload this load and it is 

not stored for reference only, then check the “Reload” button.  

If you have inventory on hand enter your current inventory in the “Rounds Loaded” field. As a final step it 

is a good idea to click the small padlock icon and lock the record to prevent accidental changes to the 

record.  

When your first load record is complete, click the “Duplicate” or “New” buttons (or select from the “Reload 

Records” menu) and add other loads for the caliber. All the loads for the chosen caliber will appear in the 

index as they are entered.  

Resize the index columns to fit your data by clicking down between the column header buttons in the 

index and dragging each column the correct size. Select the index sort method using the header buttons 

at the top of each column in the index. This can be changed later at any time.  
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Continue the process of adding calibers and loads until you have entered your favorite loads. If you have 

shotgun loads you can follow the same procedure using the shotgun load data base segment.  

When done, you can move pertinent load information to other parts of the program by clicking down on a 

load in the index and dragging it to another window. To change calibers simply select a caliber from the 

“Calibers” button in the index window. Double click any line in the index to open the load record.  

Startup Step 2 (Enter Firearm Log Records  

The Shooting Log segment provides a place to store information about your firearms. The records are 

used for sight correction calculations and also to maintain your “loaded round” inventory. The most 

important information for each record is the caliber (which must match a caliber in the load records) and 

the sight adjustment click values.  

Add a record for each of your firearms by clicking “Logs” in the main menu window. Once the “Shooting 

Log” index window opens, click the “Logs” button again and select “New Log” from the menu or click the 

“New Log” button. A blank firearm record will open.  

HOT TIP: Click the “Set Record Template” button and enter information you would like in every new 

record. Everything you enter will be automatically pre-loaded in each new record.  

Enter information for the firearm. Sight adjustment click values can even be calculated for open sight 

firearms using the pop-up menu next to those fields. If you always use the “caliber” pop-up menu (created 

from the load records you have already entered) you will be assured all loads for that caliber will be 

properly associated with the firearm.  

Click the “Shooting Log” tab at the top of the log record window to display a blank “Shooting Log” form for 

the firearm. If you have been keeping a shooting log for the firearm, you can make an entry for the rounds 

already fired from the arm using the “Manual Entry” button.  

For loads already on file simply drag a load from the Load Record or Shot Record index to the log 

window. This will open a dialog with a row of buttons to complete each entry starting with “Date”. Continue 

the process until all your firearms are recorded.  

Select your preferred log index sort method using the header buttons at the top of each column. This can 

be changed at any time. Columns in the index can be resized to fit your data by clicking between these 

buttons and dragging each column to the correct size.  

Startup Step 3  

Now you are ready to start using the Shooting Lab. The pop-up menus (range, conditions, etc.) can be 

configured as you work with the program. Changes to a menu are always reflected throughout the 

program. While it is not necessary to use the pop-up menus they will help ensure your data is always 

entered the same way.  
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This part of the RSI Shooting Lab will help quantify shot dispersion errors, monitor your shooting skill over 

time or set gun sights. The more you use it to collect data, the more you can learn about your shooting, 

loads and firearms. The segment can be used to quickly digitize targets using actual target bullet holes 

(groups smaller then PC screen) or spot shots on top of a scaled background image.  

 

ENTERING TARGETS  

The segment always opens to the main target graphic window. The first time it opens you will be asked to 

calibrate the screen. Follow the on screen instructions or for more info. see "Screen calibration" later in 

this chapter.  

To enter a new target click "New Target" in the 

upper left portion of the window, select "New 

Target" from the menu, or type Ctrl & "N".  

A window will open where you enter 

information about the target.  

 

 

 

Type directly into the fields or use the pop-up menus (indicated by downward pointing arrows) to load data 

from the “user defined” menus. The firearms and caliber buttons will always contain what is on file in your 

Log and Load records. Once a caliber is selected the load records index will re-index to the correct 

caliber. Simply drag a load line from the index to the load description field.  

Range to the target is critical and must be entered. To enter a load description, simply drag a line from the 

Load Index window to this field. When finished, click "OK". The previous target graphic will be deleted and 

the cursor will change to a bold cross. The “Clear All“ button will remove everything from the new target 

dialog. 
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Entering Basic Targets Using Actual Bullet Holes (without background image)  

With this method the location of bullet holes are determined entirely by your on-screen click location. 

Results will be more precise than using a reduced image of a large long range target. (See segment 

later in this chapter.)  

Poke a hole in the center of your target (aim point). Hold the target over the screen so all the holes and 

aim point is inside the Analyze Target window. Use your mouse to locate the cursor under the point of aim 

(where you poked a hole) and click once. This will mark the point of aim. The cursor will then change to a 

white circle with a crosshair inside.  

Click under each hole in the target. If a hole is not properly located, hold the "shift" key down and click 

again. The previous hole marker will be deleted so you can re-enter the mark. Or, use the arrow keys to 

move the mark one pixel. When you have marked every hole in the target, click the "Analyze Target" 

button.  

A graphic representation of the target will appear and numeric data will be posted to the data window. 

Click anywhere on the window containing the target graphic to open the target data window.  

 
TARGET GRAPHIC  
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TARGET’S STATISTICAL DATA  

Heading  

The heading at the top of the data window is what you 

entered in the dialog after selecting/clicking “New Target”. 

You can edit contents with the buttons at the top of the 

window.  

Data Columns  

The target's data is displayed in two columns, inches (or cm 

if metric preference is selected) and M.O.A. (minutes of 

angle). Inch or cm comparisons are easier to understand but 

minutes of angle are more useful when adjusting sights for 

other ranges. Errors are indicated as high/low or right/left 

where appropriate. Minutes of Angle are positive numbers 

for high and right and negative for low or left.  

 

 

 

Notes  

Anything you enter here will be saved with the file.  
 

 

Group Location Analysis  

Average Elevation and Windage Error  

The Average Elevation and Windage Error compares the group's statistical center to the point of aim. 

These two pieces of information indicate how well the firearm is sighted to hit the point of aim and is 

used to adjust sights. (See "Adjust Sight" menu below.)  

Group Size Analysis  

String Measurement  

The String Measurement is an old method of measuring group size to determine a shooter's skill at 

hitting a target. It assumes the point of aim is always the desired point of impact and is simply the sum 

of the distances from the point of aim to each bullet hole. Originally a string was used to gather the 

distances, hence the name. The method is still an extremely valid measure of total error relative to the 

aim point.  

 

String Measurement cannot be used for setting sights because it only measures the magnitude of total 

error not the direction of error. It is also not indicative of group size because a tight group away from the 

aim point will produce a large string measure.  
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Maximum Spread  

The Maximum Spread (also known as group diameter or extreme spread) is the distance between the 

centers of the most widely dispersed shots in the group. This is the most common method used to 

measure group sizes. Unfortunately it is a poor measure of group size where the shots are widely 

dispersed because only two shots out of the entire group are considered. One stray shot can drastically 

change the measure. A tight group of four shots with one flyer will produce the same result as a widely 

dispersed group using this method.  

Vertical & Horizontal Spread  

The Horizontal and Vertical Spread of a group is simply the greatest distance between shot centers 

on the vertical or horizontal plane. This contrasts with the Maximum Spread which can be at any 

angle across the group. These measures are understood by most shooters to be a “general” 

indicator of load or mechanical problems and "pulling" by the shooter. The Average Vertical or 

Horizontal Error is a better measurement then Vertical & Horizontal Spread for these purposes.  

Average Group Radius  

The average distance from the group center (not the aim point) to each shot is the Average Group 

Radius. This measure is perhaps the best measure of group size but is difficult to calculate manually. 

Unlike String Measurement, the Average Group Radius does not assume the point of aim is the desired 

impact point. The Average Group Radius can be used to measure group size when the impact point is 

intentionally high (rifle sighted for maximum point blank range and shooting high at 100 yards), and is 

the best measure for evaluating the overall accuracy of loads. 

  

Average Vertical & Horizontal Error  

The Average Horizontal and Vertical Error is the average of errors from the group's statistical 

center. This is the best measure for detecting problems because it averages the data to reduce 

the influence of flyers.  

If the Average Vertical or Horizontal Error is larger it is called "stringing"; and may indicate a 

crosswind, mechanical problem, or poor loads. A crosswind or sight cant will disperse shots 

horizontally for a larger Average Horizontal Error. Detonation problems caused by inconsistent 

primer ignition due to variations in primer pocket depth or primer thickness and powder charge 

variations will produce inconsistent velocities and vertical stringing. Inconsistent crimping, bullet 

irregularities or other loading problems may not "string" in a particular direction. A loose gun sight, 

or broken scope may also cause stringing in either direction. 

 

Extreme Shot Data  

The Maximum Shot Radius should only be slightly larger than the Average Group Radius. Too great a 

difference is a definite indication of problems. The extreme shot measurements can be used to identify 

"flyers" and may help identify the occasional mechanical/load problem. 
 

Maximum Shot Radius  

The Maximum Shot Radius is simply the distance from the group center to the center of the most 

distant hole in the group.  
 

High/Low Shots & Right/Left Shots  

These dimensions identify the location of extreme shots relative to the group's statistical center. 
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THE ANALYZE TARGETS MENU  

The more commonly used items in this menu have corresponding buttons on the main Target analysis 

window or keyboard shortcuts. Functionality and behavior of the buttons and keyboard shortcuts are 

identical to selecting the menu item.  

New Target  

Same as clicking the "New Target" button or typing Ctrl & "N".  

Open Target  

Opens a target that has been saved to a disk file. The target is drawn on screen, analyzed and posted to 

output. The Ctrl & "O" keys or clicking the “Open” button will also execute this menu. Screen resolution 

settings are always saved with target files. When a target is opened with a different screen scan rate you 

will be notified that the setting is different and Shooting Lab will adjust the output. This is particularly 

useful for those who collect target data at the range using laptop computers then transfer files to a 

desktop system with a larger monitor and different resolution.  

Save Target  

Selecting "Save Target" from the menus or clicking the “save” button will write the currently displayed 

target to a disk file. A standard file dialog will ask you where to store the file. Store all your targets in the 

default folder so they are easy to find. The Ctrl & "S" keys will also execute the menu.  

Delete Files  

This menu allows you to delete files that have been saved to disk without leaving the Shooting Lab.  

Quadrant Analysis  

Quadrant analysis is simply another method used 

to visually map shot groups. Its primary use is to 

quantify stringing with a statistical look at four 

quadrants. In the following example a target is 

measured relative to the group's statistical center 

and strings horizontally 1.35 times the vertical 

average, a statistically insignificant difference.  

A traditional application of quadrant analysis 

has been for handgun shooting where 

stringing in a particular direction indicates 

bad shooting technique. (see “RH/LH Target 

Analysis” target under the Main Menu/Print 

Blank Targets.)  

Vertical stringing at long range is often an indication of shot to shot velocity deviation. Horizontal 

stringing in windless conditions may be a mechanical issue or incorrect load timing. Ideally the optimum 

load will be as accurate as possible with random dispersal of shots and no identifiable stringing in any 

direction.  
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Overlay Targets  

The "Overlay Targets" menu allows you to analyze several targets at the same time. The combined 

analysis has the same effect on data reliability as increasing the number of shots in a single group. The 

more shots (larger sample), the less "flyers" will impact results.  

You will be asked to select each saved target file to be included in the overlay. The program will 

question your judgment if you attempt to include targets shot at differing ranges, from different 

guns, etc. Each target will be numbered in the summary.  

New Tab File  

Shooting Lab will export tab-delimited text files for use with spreadsheet programs. A spreadsheet 

program (Excel™, Lotus™, etc.) can generate custom graphs and analyze the data any way you wish. 

When your spreadsheet program first opens a tab file it will display the data in an unformatted worksheet. 

Most spreadsheet programs will allow you to create a macro to quickly reformat the worksheet. An 

alternative to using this menu is to click down in the statistical output window and drag results to an open 

spreadsheet window. If the application supports drag and drop, there will be an outline of the cells where 

the data will drop. Release the mouse and your data will appear in the spreadsheet.  

Append To Tab File  

Select this menu to add a target to a previously exported tab-delimited text file. The currently displayed 

target will be appended to the tab file. As with the previous menu, an alternative is drag output directly 

into a spreadsheet that supports drag and drop.  
 
Change Impact  
You may want to adjust the firearm's sight so the point of impact IS NOT zeroed on the target’s point of 
aim. For example, you had a 100 yard target and know to sight the rifle for maximum point blank range, it 
will have a trajectory 4.8 inches high at 100 yards. Unlike the “Quick Zero” menu below, this menu allows 
you to adjust for both the calculated error from the statistical group center plus what is needed to achieve 
the desired point of impact AT THE SAME RANGE.  
 

After selecting "Change Impact" a dialog window shows the sight data currently on record for the firearm 

and the current error analysis with fields for your desired change to impact.  

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

  

Sight click values for each firearm are recorded in the Shooting Log segment. If they were not entered in 

the firearm log record, the elevation and windage click values will be blank and must be entered manually. 

(See the Shooting Log chapter for more information.)  

 

When the dialog is completed click "OK". Shooting Lab will display the elevation and windage clicks 

needed to accomplish the requested change to point of impact.  
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Quick Zero  

This menu automatically calculates the sight adjustment needed to move the statistical center of the group 

to the aim point. Elevation and windage click values for the firearm are recorded in the Shooting Log 

segment, if they have not been entered, you must enter the values manually.  

Clear Window  

Clears all graphics, statistics and resets the window.  

Calibrate  

Opens a special window used to calibrate the program for your screen's resolution. (See the following 

section on "Screen calibration" for more information.)  
 
Set Hole Size  
Since targets are measured from the center of each hole, changing the hole size will not impact 
measurement. Three standard hole sizes are available or you can define a "Custom" hole size to more 
perfectly reproduce your targets. All new targets are drawn using the current hole size setting. The hole 
size is saved with each target file. 
 
Hot Tip: Opening a saved target file of the desired caliber will reconfigure Shooting Lab to the hole size in 
use when the target was saved.  
 

Preferences  

Center Mark  

When this preference is set (checked) a small "x" will appear in the center of the screen to help 

placement of targets. The location of the target on the screen has no impact on generated data but 

it looks nicer if the target is centered on the screen.  

Circles & Squares  

For those who are gifted shooters or have firearms that can shoot one hole groups, selecting the "One 

Hole Group Size" preference will change the target graphic so holes are easier to see. Using the 

"Multi-Hole Group Size" preference will display more graphic detail.  

Metric Output  

When this preference is set (checked) the target output will be converted to centimeters. Selecting the 

preference again will convert output back to inches.  
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Entering Targets On Scaled Background Images  

A button titled “Set BG Pict” on the main Target Analysis window will insert a target image into the 

background so you can “spot” shots. Clicking the button will open a standard file selection dialog showing 

the contents of your documents/RSI Shooting Lab/Blank Targets folder. Select any image file in the 

directory. You can open most image files including those from digital cameras or graphic software.  

If using a digital camera image the picture must be taken straight toward the center of the target (square 

on) so it’s dimensions are correct on both the vertical and horizontal axis. Any “key stoning” (larger at top 

or bottom) will cause incorrect measurements.  

The Target Analysis window will be resized to fit the dimensions of the file and available desktop space. 

You will not be able to resize the window again until the background image is cleared. It is therefore a 

good idea to size and locate the target analysis window as you would prefer to view it before loading an 

image.  

Once the target image has loaded, you will be asked to identify an area of the image with known 

dimensions so group size can be correctly calculated. Drag the red square by its corners to cover the area 

of known dimension. Use the Alt or Ctrl keys to restrict movement vertically or horizontally and the arrow 

keys or shift and arrow keys to move the square one pixel at a time. Click Continue to open a dialog 

where you enter the actual dimensions of the square on the full sized target.  
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If you have correctly calibrated the program segment for 

your screen resolution (see following) the square’s 

dimensions as displayed on screen and pixel size will 

be indicated in the dialog. Enter the actual dimensions 

of the area enclosed in the square on the full sized 

target.  

Moving the mouse cursor to the other field or typing the 

tab key will update the “On Screen Size Scale” fields. 

Slight differences in the vertical and horizontal scale 

may occur due to rounding but the numbers should be  

close in order to achieve precise measurement results.  

The dimensions you enter for a target image will be saved for use again the next time you use the image 

and will remain valid as long as you do not change the screen resolution settings.  

SCREEN CALIBRATION  

To get precise results the target analysis segment must be calibrated for your screen’s horizontal and 

vertical scan rate. This menu opens a special calibration window with a square and a red button on the 

lower right. Place a ruler on your screen and drag the square by the red button until it measures 4 inches 

wide and high on the screen.  

The Alt and Ctrl keys will restrict movement vertically 

or horizontally. The arrow keys will move the square 

one pixel.  

When the square is exactly 4 inches click the “Set” 

button.  

Shooting Lab will check the scan rates and tell you 

how accurately it can measure targets, the screen 

size, resolution and print scaling. If you receive a 

notice that your scan rates are way off you may want 

to pay special attention to the next paragraphs.  
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Adjusting Your Monitor  

Rarely are computer screens adjusted at the factory so resolution (pixels per inch) is the same vertically 

and horizontally. This means the number of pixels per inch on the vertical and horizontal axis may be 

different. Shooting Lab knows what pixel you click, but does not know the distance between each pixel 

until you complete the calibration routine so proper group dimensions can be calculated.  

Printer drivers assume equal resolution on both axis. If your screen is not adjusted to the same 

vertical and horizontal pixel ratio, printed images will be wider or taller than the on-screen image.  

You “may” be able to adjust your screen so the vertical and horizontal pixel ratios are identical. (See your 

hardware documentation.) There are often digital menus that can be accessed to stretch the display area 

so vertical and horizontal pixels per inch are consistent.  

Measure the vertical live area on your screen with a ruler. Divide the measurement by the total vertical 

pixels of the screen. (For a 640 X 480 screen, if the vertical dimension measures 6.66 inches the 

resolution is 72 pixels per inch or 480 pixels/6.66 inches.)  

Multiply the pixel width of the screen by your calculated resolution to find the desired screen width in 

inches. (640 X 72 = 8.88 inches) Carefully adjust your monitor's horizontal size until the horizontal live 

area measures the desired dimension.  

If there is no way to adjust your screen, don’t be alarmed. Vertical and horizontal pixel ratio differences 

are considered in the calculations once calibration is completed. You will not get printed output that 

matches the screen or your original target but the analysis will be correct.  
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The term exterior ballistics refers to the trajectory of a bullet once it has left the muzzle of a firearm. This 

part of the Shooting Lab program can be used to extend the effective range of a hunting rifle, help set 

sights for different locations and weather conditions or match ammunition to game. Competitive long 

range shooters, commercial enterprises and academics use this segment to develop click tables, custom 

calibrated scope caps and reticles or other information for publication. 

Shooting Lab’s Exterior Ballistics is based on the modified point mass method most commonly used 

in the defense industry with drag models developed at the Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL) and 

Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG).  It includes several accepted methods for calculating Ballistic 

Coefficients (BC) and will read “.drg” formatted radar range files for specific bullets. 

 

For more technical information about exterior ballistics and trajectories see the articles titled "History 

Of Exterior Ballistics Modeling" in the “Technical Addendum” chapter.  

GENERATION PARAMETERS VIEW  

 

The Exterior Ballistics segment always opens to a 

window with two tabs at the top titled “Generation 

Parameters” and “Trajectory Output” to switch 

between input and output views.  

 

Included in Generation Parameters are fields for all 

the variables that affect a bullet’s trajectory and 

buttons to access related menus (downward 

arrows). 

 

The parameters are divided into six areas labeled, 

Load Data, Sighting Definition, Conditions and 

Output Ranges.  Additional input parameters are 

provided for Gyro Stability and the Coriolis Effect.  

These last two are provided primarily for academic 

reasons and can be hidden by unchecking the 

“Show Advanced ‘PII’ Features. 

 

The input options may be a bit intimidating at first 

but after reading the rest of this chapter you should 

become comfortable with what is required to get 

good output. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Arrows next to headings indicate a pop-up menu.  Some are user customizable.  

See shortcuts in first chapter for more information.   
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LOAD DATA  

This area of the generation parameters window contains a caliber description, muzzle velocity, bullet 

weight and standard sea level ballistic coefficient (BC) for the selected drag model. The muzzle velocity, 

BC and drag model selection are critical to achieving “real world” output. Trajectories should achieve 

precision within inches at 1000 yards for any bullet IF the velocity, BC and drag model entries are correct. 

The caliber entry is simply for reference and bullet weight is primarily used for energy calculations. 

HOT TIP: To transfer load information to this segment simply click down on a load in the Load Records 

index and drag it to the velocity or bullet field. 

Consistent muzzle velocity is important at long ranges.  If you own a chronograph, consider running the 

high and low muzzle velocities from a typical string to learn what kind of vertical error will result from 

velocity deviation at the muzzle. 

SIGHTING DEFINITIONS 

Unlike artillery which uses the bore elevation to define a trajectory, small arms trajectories are termed 

“level fire” where the bullet path is always calculated relative to the shooters “Line Of Sight” (LOS) through 

a scope or iron sights across level ground. 

Because a barrel is normally below the line of sight, the bore will be pointed at a small upward angle so 
the bullet first travels upward to the line of sight (called the near zero), reaches a mid-trajectory point at 
the highest point over the LOS, then falls downward to cross the LOS again at the far zero.  Another term 
called the Point Blank Range is where the bullet reaches a point under the LOS equal to its mid-trajectory 
height. 
 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Popular slang may 

use the terms drop and path as if they are 

interchangeable.  This is not correct! 

By definition, “path” has always been 

measured perpendicular to the Line Of 

Sight and “drop” has always been 

measured vertically from the bore line. 

This is important when firing up or down 

hill and is covered by a special article in 

the technical addendum. 

 

Small Arm trajectories must be defined in one of three ways. The far zero range, mid-trajectory height or 

bore angle relative to the LOS is required to know how the arm has been sighted.  A menu in the “Sighting 

Definition” header (indicted by an arrow) defines the method that will be used.  

Impact/Zero Range: Shooting Lab allows you to specify the impact height at any range. What is 

sometimes called the “Zero Range” in other products is divided into two input fields, “Impact Range” 

and “Impact Height”. By definition, if an arm is sighted to hit 2 inches above the LOS at 100 yards it 

is NOT “zeroed” at 100 yards. Only if it impacts on the line of sight at 100 yards (impact height of “0") 

is it actually “zeroed” at 100 yards.  By providing the ability to specify an impact height at a particular 

impact range you can model any portion of a longer range trajectory. 
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Max. Point Blank Range: Most hunting rifles can be sighted so no hold over is required for off-hand 

shots to ranges approaching 500 yards. The maximum point-blank range (MPBR) is simply the range 

where a bullet reaches a distance under the LOS equal to its maximum height above the LOS at mid-

trajectory. It is the longest range that can be achieved with a pre-defined kill area called the “Vital 

Zone”.  

For a 10 inch vital zone, if pointing to the middle of a 10 inch paper plate with no wind, the bullet 

should impact somewhere on the plate all the way to the calculated “Maximum Point Blank Range”. 

At mid-trajectory it will clip the upper edge of the plate and at the MPBR it will clip the bottom edge. 

Then the hunter only needs to ensure game is within the MPBR and adjust for windage.  To adjust 

trajectories for various size game simply change the size of the Vital Zone. 

When “Max. Point Blank Range” is selected, the title of the “Impact Height:” field will change to “PBR 

Vital Zone:” allowing you to specify the vital zone. Shooting Lab will then calculate a trajectory where 

the bullet rises above the LOS 1/2 the vital zone at mid-trajectory, where it falls 1/2 the vital zone below 

the LOS to the maximum point-blank range and also provide the the far zero range required to deliver 

this trajectory. 

Bore Angle: When defining a trajectory using either “Impact/Zero Range” or “Max. Point Blank 

Range”, the LOS crossing points are pre-defined as if the rifle had been “zeroed” to a specified range.  

With those settings, Shooting Lab calculates the bore angle that will deliver the defined LOS crossing 

point(s) and calculates the path at the remaining ranges. 

 

Most software will only calculate the zero and maximum point-blank range. This is an obvious 

limitation if one wishes to determine how changing only atmospheric conditions (air density) will affect 

the bullet path. For example, you are going to a location at different elevation or temperature and the 

arm is “zeroed” for your home location.  Using “Impact/Zero Range” or “Max. Point Blank Range” as 

the definition cannot tell you how the entire trajectory will change because the zero is either 

predefined or it is assumed that the arm will be re-zeroed to achieve the maximum point-blank range . 

 

Shooting Lab will calculate a trajectory using only the bore angle relative to the Line of Sight. This 

then duplicates a situation where there have been no changes to zero and only the air density has 

changed. 

 

If “Bore Angle” is selected the bore angle calculated for THE LAST TRAJECTORY will be 

automatically posted to the bore angle input field. If there have been no changes to conditions, the 

output will be the same as the previous run. Modifying atmospheric parameters will then produce 

output that only reflects the changing conditions so you can see how the entire trajectory (including 

your zero) will change with air density and wind. 

 

Simply enter parameters or open a saved input file and generate the trajectory.  Return to the 

generation parameters and select this option to capture the bore angle.  Then modify the conditions 

to see how your bullet path will be impacted.  (See Atmospheric Conditions below.) 
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Shooting On an Incline and Moving Targets  
Shooting Lab allows you enter an incline angle to see how bullet travel is affected by shooting up or down 
hill. An upward incline angle is always a positive number, down is always a negative number.  
 (For more information about shooting on an incline see the Technical Addendum in Chapter 8.  Note the 
importance of proper definitions for “Path” and “Drop”.)  
 
Shooting Lab calculates the lead needed to hit a moving target. A clock analogy is used to enter the 
target’s direction of movement and assumes you are always shooting toward 12 O‘clock. “From 3 O’clock” 
means the target is moving right to left directly across your field of view. “From 8 O‘clock” means the 
target is moving left to right and slightly away from you, etc. You can type the target direction directly into 
the field or click down on the animated arrow button and move your mouse.  

 

 

ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS  

Changes to air pressure, temperature or humidity all impact air density and therefore air drag on a bullet 

as it travels down range.  The speed of sound (a high turbulence and drag velocity zone) changes with air 

density and any head or tail wind also alters the bullet’s apparent rate of velocity loss.  So that precise 

trajectories can be modeled, Ballistic Coefficients (B.C.’s) are always calculated assuming no wind and a 

standard sea level air density then adjusted for air density and wind at the actual shooting location. 

Atmospheric Standards: Unfortunately either of two different 

standard atmospheres may have been used to calculate published 

B.C.‘s and resulting trajectories are not the same due to an 8% 

different air density. Two radio buttons near the top of the conditions 

area labeled “Army Metro” or “ICAO Standard” to specify which will 

be used to adjust the B.C. 

The Army Metro sea level standard (29.53 inches of mercury (HG), 

59 degrees F., and 78% humidity) was used from the 19
th
 century 

until recently. In 1976 the International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) 

was adopted as the weather and aviation standard to 36,000 ft. 

(29.921 in HG, 59 degrees F., 0% humidity).   

The Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL) at Aberdeen fully adopted ISA by the 1980’s.  In 1993 the 

standard was extended to the edge of space then adopted worldwide as the International Civil Aviation 

Atmosphere (ICAO).  For our use under 36,000 ft., ISA and ICAO are the same standard. 

The ICAO standard offers two advantages over the old Army Metro standard. ICAO more closely matches 

“actual” average air density at high elevations because it is based on physical gas laws (a more realistic 

elevation lapse rate). It is the standard for all aviation, weather and NATO/D.O.D. ballistics and the basis 

for air density calculations in field devices.  

At the time of this writing only Berger and Nosler B.C.’s are known to be all ICAO. Hornady now seems to 

be converting to ICAO but their old published B.C.’s were Army Metro and some European companies 

actually converted data to Army Metro for the North American market.  The old Army Metro standard is 

primarily provided for academic purposes so methodologies used by bullet companies can be “reverse 

engineered”.  If one has B.C.’s with traditional trajectory tables it is possible to determine which standard 

was used to calculate the B.C.’s.  (see B.C. menu later in this chapter.) 
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Companies still using the old Army Metro standard will insist the difference is just “Noise”.  This may be 

true for those using G1 B.C.’s for modern boat tail bullets which also introduces a significant error.  

However, long range shooters with good B.C.’s and a proper drag model can see the difference.  The 

difference for calibers smaller than .308 may be 6 to 12 inches at 1,000 yards. 

Kinds of Pressure: There are two distinctly different forms of 
atmospheric pressures.  Either may be in millibars or inches of 
mercury (HG) units of measure.  Radio buttons labeled “Station” or 
“Altimeter” identify the kind of pressure you are using. 
 

“Station” pressure is the actual inches of mercury (HG) 
measured at a location with a traditional barometer.  (In older 
releases this button was labeled “Absolute”.)  
 
“Altimeter” (or adjusted pressure) is the meteorological 
pressure reported by radio and TV broadcasts or field 
instrumentation that also displays the corresponding elevation. 
This is not the true barometric pressure. It is “adjusted pressure” for the location elevation as 
defined by the "standard" ICAO atmosphere; or mathematically “reduced” to standard sea level. 

 
Some users may wonder why meteorologists complicated things with “adjusted pressure”.  If weather 
maps were based only on actual ground pressure and not reduced to sea level, the data might look like 
messy topo maps with the normal lower pressure in mountains also reflected in mapped data.  By 
reducing pressures to the sea level standard, meteorologists can better identify weak weather fronts 
moving across continents. 
 
Today most electronic devices actually report adjusted pressure so the data corresponds with local 
weather reports.  The altimeter is a great metaphor for how adjusted weather pressure works.  An 
altimeter only measures pressure, not the altitude.  To get correct altitude, an altimeter must be calibrated 
to the adjusted ground location pressure.  For example, a pilot is flying into a desert sea level airport 
where the temp. is 59 degrees and no humidity (std. ICAO Sea Level).   The pilot radios ahead for the 
pressure setting for the altimeter and is told to set it to 29.92 in. of HG (std. ICAO Sea Level). When the 
altimeter reads “0” the plane wheels should touch ground.  On another day the ground temperature at the 
same airport is 95 degrees and the humidity is 40%.  The airport is still at sea level (the only thing that 
never changes for a location) but temperature and humidity has changed the air density.  Ground control 
will tell the pilot to set the altimeter to 32.25 in of HG because the air density is now only 93% of the sea 
level standard.   
 
Density Altitude: If the pilot did not change the altimeter setting to 32.25 the plane would reach the 
ground when the Altimeter indicated they were still at 2,560 ft.!  This 2,560 ft. reading is also the “Density 
Altitude”.  For any combination of conditions “Density Altitude” is therefore the altitude at which the ICAO 
model produces the same air density. 
 
Whenever you change pressure, temperature or humidity, the “Density Altitude” will be displayed in the 
heading to the right of the “Conditions:” pop-up menu. 
 

NOTE: Unlike “Station” pressure where air density can be calculated from just the actual pressure, temp. 

and humidity, one also needs to know the location elevation to calculate air density using adjusted 

pressure. 
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Kinds of Weather Gear: Good atmospheric information may be free on-line.  A great source for free local 
conditions is the www.wunderground.com web site.  Official weather stations, airports and household 
weather stations all feed data to this network.  Providing there is population in the area and elevation does 
not vary greatly, you should be able to get local adjusted pressure, temp. and humidity on any smart 
phone with browser capabilities. 
 
Many GPS devices and some smart phones (Android) with true GPS contain a pressure chip to measure 
actual pressure then calculate adjusted pressure using true elevation from satellite triangulation.  Because 
the actual pressure incorporates the effects of temperature and humidity, resulting adjusted pressure can 
be quite precise.  
 
Other phones simply triangulate between cell towers to get elevation then use temperature to estimate the 
adjusted pressure or altitude.  Consult your device manual to determine how it works and confirm data 
matches other known good sources. 
 
For several decades I simply carried a small back pack altimeter and thermometer in my range box and 
would use local weather reports for humidity.  For wind at the bench I carried a small plastic meter that 
would raise a ball on a calibrated scale when held to the wind.  Kestral is known for offering small 
compact electronic wind and weather meters designed specifically for shooters.   Other companies like 
Phoenix based Ambient Weather offer low cost wind & weather meters on Amazon. 
 

HOT TIP: Many electronic weather meters are intended for stationary use at a home location.  It may take 

several hours or even days to self-calibrate to the correct adjusted pressure and altitude when moved.  

Those that do not display the actual pressure or elevation, and do not allow you to change the location 

elevation may take too long to self-calibrate when moved and are not suitable for shooting. 

Entering Conditions: To model precise trajectories or calculate B.C.’s, even a small change to 

atmospheric conditions may necessitate a new “Adjusted Ballistic Coefficient”.  Always enter the 

information as accurately as possible; especially when modeling trajectories to long ranges. 
 
Normally you will leave the “ICAO” button selected unless trying to duplicate old trajectory data produced 
with an Army Metro based B.C.  When the Army Metro standard is selected “Altimeter” will be disabled 
because it is never used for weather reporting, aviation or modern instrumentation.  

 

A pop-up menu in the “Conditions” title allows you to select, add or delete commonly used sets of 

conditions and settings. 
 
If you own a barometer or field device that records actual pressure use “Station” as the pressure setting. If 
you rely on local NOA weather station data or use field gear that displays adjusted pressure, set the kind 
of pressure to “Altimeter”. 
 
When set to “Station” pressure an elevation is not required to adjust the sea level B.C.  However, entering 
an elevation with “Station” selected will allow you to replace all the conditions with the standard ICAO 
atmosphere for the altitude.  When set to “Altimeter” the location elevation must also be entered to revise 
the sea level B.C.  “Altimeter” conditions can be converted to ICAO standard conditions for an elevation 
by simply selecting “Station”. 
 
 
 

http://www.wunderground.com/
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Let’s use an airplane example again but this time the airport is 
5050 ft. above sea level.  The ground temp. is 95 deg., humidity is 
40% and the adjusted airport pressure is 29.45 in of HG.  As 
indicated by the conditions title, this represents a “9251 ft. Density 
Altitude” and the sea level B.C. is adjusted from .243 to .3214.   

 
 
 
 
 
Switching to “Station” pressure and converting the conditions 
when prompted will look like this.  Note the density altitude and 
adjusted B.C.’s remain the same because the actual air density 
has not changed. 
 

 
Entering “0" elevation can be used to reset conditions to std. sea level. When set to “Station” pressure 
entering an elevation will calculate standard conditions for the altitude.  When set to “Altimeter” with 
“ICAO”, changing the elevation value will revise the calculated density Altitude, air density and B.C. 
 
Sometimes available humidity is available only as the “Dew Point Temperature”. The button next to that 
field will toggle between “Dew Point” or “Humidity”. Either can be used to calculate actual vapor pressure 
and will be included in the air density calculations.  
 

NOTE: Conversion of conditions may result in slightly different Density Altitude due to rounding.  Aviation 

and weather data is typically rounded to the nearest 100 meters density altitude.  If you experiment with 

temperature and pressure you will see the condition changes needed to alter a 3 decimal B.C. 

Wind also influences bullet flight and is entered using the same clock analogy as target speed. You 

can also type the wind direction directly into the field or click down on the animated arrow button and 

move your mouse.  

Rarely does wind blow across the range at a uniform velocity. There are often wind eddies around 

vegetation, uplifts over hills, cloud shaded pockets of cooler air and mirage that is impossible to measure 

from the shooters location. Indeed, if everything else is correct, predicting “real world” conditions are the 

greatest limitation of any computer model.  
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ADVANCED “PII” FEATURES 

A checkbox is provided to show or hide features primarily of interest to long range shooters and 

academics.  The practical use of these calculations for most shooters is debatable.  Famous author and 

shootist John Dean “Jeff” Cooper coined a euphemism “PII” or the “Preoccupation with Inconsequential 

Increments”.  We will let you determine if you need these features.  If not, simply uncheck the box so 

they are not visible. 

Gyroscopic Drift 
A long understood artillery phenomenon has found its way into small arms 
ballistics called Gyroscopic or “Spin” drift.  Gyroscopic drift is attributed to 
“Magnus Forces” where bullet rotation causes slight drift in the direction of 
barrel twist. 
 
Gyroscopic drift is extremely difficult to model because the effect to 1000 
yards is often small and other unquantifiable factors such as bore condition, 
rifling land height and bullet quality will also impact the amount of drift.  A 
bullet’s rate of spin slows little as it travels down range so like the effect of  
wind, the total amount of gyroscopic drift is closely related to the time of flight  
and becomes more pronounced at long ranges as velocity erodes. 
 
For many 30 cal. bullets gyro drift is roughly the same as a consistent 1 mph cross wind.  For heavy long 
range calibers drift is much less as shown by this 1000 yard APG Doppler Radar data.  Smaller calibers 
with higher rate of velocity erosion, especially military rounds, may actually become unstable or even 
tumble within the transonic zone (Speed of Sound) accounting for their higher rate of drift.  At 500 yards 
many bullets may have less than 1/5

th
 the total drift expected at 1,000 yards. 

 
                 1000 YD 
  BULLET      DRIFT 

5.56 US Military M193 Ball 55 gr.   23.00”     
.308 US Military M118 173 gr.   11.50” 
.308 Sierra Palma Matchking 155 gr.  12.75” 
.338 Sierra Matchking 300 gr     6.5” 
.375 LRBT J40 Match 350 gr.     0.9” 
.408 LRBT J40 Match 419 gr     1.9 

 
 
A typical shooter may zero his arm at a comfortable 100 yard range, then shoot at progressively longer 
ranges and assume any horizontal change to impact is due entirely to gyroscopic drift.  If the drift to 1000 
yards is reasonable (per radar data above) and in the direction of barrel twist; it may all be drift, but it can 
also be due in part to an improperly mounted scope. If the scope is not perfectly perpendicular to the bore 
line the shooter is affectively zeroed with the bore and line of sight aligned as a long narrow “X”. The 
center of the “X” is on the zero but at ranges beyond that zero the bullet will travel progressively to the 
right or left of the LOS. 
 
Gyroscopic drift is always in the direction of barrel twist.  If the impact moves left for a right hand twist 
barrel at progressively greater ranges, it cannot be gyroscopic drift and is probably caused by the scope 
not mounted vertically over the bore line.  If the impact is unreasonably greater than that measured by 
Doppler radar, it is probably compounding the effects of an improperly mounted scope with drift. 
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To determine the actual amount of drift at long range first verify the scope is mounted correctly by 
increasing elevation when shooting at a short range until the bullet impacts at least 10 inches high.  As the 
elevation is increased the bullet impact should always move vertically.  If the impact moves progressively 
to one side as elevation is increased, the scope is not mounted correctly or the arm is being fired “canted” 
to one side. 
 
To include gyroscopic drift in your trajectory you will first need to select the 
direction of barrel twist (usually right) then enter the Gyroscopic Stability 
factor or S.G. for the bullet.  Two methods are available for calculating the 
bullet S.G. using buttons at the bottom of this section. 
 
In 2005 Don Miller first proposed a new simple rule for estimating the S.G. value of bullets.  A primary 
advantage is that few input values are needed and it will closely calculate the minimal twist needed to 
stabilize a bullet.  The primary disadvantage is his rule was originally intended to estimate minimum twist 
rate values at 2,800 fps velocity.  Results may vary if velocities deviate greatly from 2,800 fps. 

 

The “Miller Estimate” button will open a dialog asking for the barrel 
twist rate, bullet length, diameter and the length of a plastic tip (if 
equipped).  The velocity already entered at the top of the generation 
parameters will be used to adjust the Miller S.G. value so make sure 
it is correct before you complete your entries. 
 
 
 

“Open Gyro Stability” will open the Gyroscopic 
Stability Analysis segment that has always been 
included in Shooting Lab (See Interior Ballistics Gyro 
Stability). This segment is based on Bob McCoy’s 
McGyro from the BRL and provides S.G. values from 
500 to 4,000 fps. Simply use the number under the 
“factor” column closest to your muzzle velocity. 
 
Because the S.G. values calculated using either 
method may not perfectly match real world results to 
1,000 yards depending on barrel rifling, bullet lot, etc.; 
a slider button is provided to fine tune results.  For 
shooters good enough to isolate the amount of drift at 
long range, simply slide this button right or left to 
increase or reduce calculated drift. 
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Coriolis Effect 
Artillery gunners have also long known about the “Coriolis Effect”.  There is an apparent change to impact 
when large artillery rounds are fired high into the air while the earth is spinning underneath.  The ground is 
literally moving under the shell trajectory so given enough time in flight, the artillery impact point can 
change significantly. 
 
For small arm applications the effect of Coriolis is quite small and can only be detected at extreme ranges 
or with heavy slow bullets fired in a high trajectory. Unlike Gyroscopic Drift, the Coriolis Effect can be 
easily calculated. The effect on trajectories is both horizontal and vertical depending on where you are on 
the globe (surface speed of the earth’s surface) and the direction you are shooting. 
 
Inevitable shot to shot velocity deviation and air density changes down range will cause MUCH greater 
changes to the vertical path and the effect of wind will be a far greater horizontal problem. It is doubtful 
anyone but the most accomplished long range shooter should worry about the direction he is shooting and 
the Coriolis Effect. 
 
Simply enter your Latitude on earth in degrees and minutes (use “-“ 
negative numbers for southern hemisphere) and the direction of fire.  
North is always 0 or 360. 

 

 

OUTPUT RANGES  

These fields are where you to define the range points to output. You can specify the start and end 

range (it always provides data at the muzzle) and the distance between each range point. The 

trajectory is actually calculated in increments smaller than one yard so there is no advantage to setting 

the increments to 1 yard or meter.  

NOTES  

The last field in the parameters view is used to display notes that have been imported from other parts of 

the program, load information or anything you would like to add to saved files.  Output from various 

program segments can be moved here by simply clicking down and dragging the window contents. 
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The “Drag” Button  

A projectile’s shape determines the amount of air drag and therefore velocity loss as it travels down 

range.  As velocity falls so it takes more time to cross any two points down range, the bullet “drop” from 

the bore line increases.  The “Drag” button allows you to specify either a standard drag table that 

matches the bullet shape, doppler range data or estimates exported from the “Coefficient of Drag 

Analysis”. 

Using the correct drag table with a matching BC is critical for good output. 

Shooting Lab provides several ways  

to set drag so trajectories can be  

surprisingly precise to long ranges. 

It even provides a way to determine  

the best standard drag table to use if  

you are not sure.  (See Coefficient Of  

Drag Analysis later in this chapter.)  

When Shooting Lab was released in  

1998, few software products were  

based on the work at the Aberdeen  

Proving Ground - Ballistic Research  

Lab (APG-BRL) and only G1 BC’s were  

published by bullet companies.  Most of the industry continues to  

only publish G1 BC’s but things are gradually improving. 

 

The Standard Drag Tables – The trajectory of most projectiles can be precisely modeled using 

one of the first 8 standard drag models listed in the menu.  The ‘Ing’ drag is the 1880’s Ingalls 

model (replaced later with ‘G1’) and has been reported to work for air gun pellet shapes.  It was 

included primarily for academic purposes to assist in the “reverse engineering” of old published 

trajectory data. 

‘G1’ is still the basis of most published BC‘s but does not provide good long range results for 

modern boat tail bullets. ’G5‘ or ’G7‘ will provide better long range results for most modern rifle 

bullets. ‘G6’ is used by the Aberdeen Proving Ground for some military bullets.  ’RA‘ is used for 

transonic 22 Rimfire and ’GS‘ is for ball projectiles or shot.  

The Abbreviated Drag Models – The BRL abbreviated APG spark range data to speed up 

computations on old PC’s. Unfortunately this also limited precision through transonic ranges and 

to extreme long range.  Beginning with the 4.7.8 release, the standard drag tables (first 8 in menu) 

include more of the original spark range data for better precision and BC calculations. 

The drag tables used in previous releases are included in this sub menu as “Abbreviated Drag 

Tables”.  Differences between the two should be minor unless a trajectory, goes transonic or is 

generated to extreme ranges.  
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Load Drag From File – Shooting Lab can use Doppler radar files published by Lapua, 
government agencies and other companies. The last menu item is used to load a radar range 

.drg file or a ’Custom’ drag table exported from the Coef. Of Drag analysis. The files are saved in 

your “Documents/RSI Shooting Lab/ExtBal Files/Drag Files” folder. 

The last drag table successfully loaded is always indicated within the “Drag” button menu 

immediately above the “Load Drag From File” sub menu.  You can switch to any of the standard 

or abbreviated tables and back by selecting this menu item. 

Availability of radar range “.drg” files is an exciting new development for the shooting sports.  

Because the data is bullet specific and not extrapolated from a theoretical standard projectile, 

there is no BC!  The BC for the bullet specific file is always 1.000.  The BC is only needed to “fine 

tune” trajectories as needed for different barrels.  We hope other commercial bullet manufacturers 

will release radar range data locked in their archives. The .drg file format used by Lapua may 

become the standard but we fully anticipate each company may use formats that require updates 

to Shooting Lab. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Previously when using custom drag generated from the Coefficient of Drag 

analysis you would use the sectional density of the bullet for a BC  This has been changed so the 

BC when using saved drag or radar files is always 1.000. 

 
 

Click down on the “Drag” button and select the drag model that best corresponds to your bullet’s shape. 

The current drag model selection is always displayed in red at the upper right above the “Muzzle 

Velocity” field.  

Each drag model produces a different BC It is important to calculate a proper BC for the drag model you 

use. Or, when duplicating published data, use the drag model that was the basis for their BC calculation. 

(‘G1' is most probable unless otherwise stated.) 

Whenever you change the drag model you will be asked if you want to convert the currently entered BC 

For example, if the drag model is set to ‘G1' with a published ‘G1' BC, and you change the drag model to 

‘G5'; Shooting Lab will ask you to convert the ‘G1' BC to a ‘G5' equivalent. 

  

This method of conversion has limitations because ‘G1’ BC’s are typically averaged across a range of 

“reasonable” velocities for which the bullet was designed. If the velocity you entered is not close to the 

average used to calculate the BC, the trajectory will not match real world results. (See “More On Ballistic 

Coefficients” later in this chapter.)  
 

IMPORTANT NOTE: A BC and any of the standard drag models are actually “sets” of data. Using a ‘G1’ 

BC with another standard drag model will not produce correct output. Shooting Lab has no way of 

distinguishing a ‘G1' BC from any other number and assumes the BC was calculated for the drag model 

that has been selected. 
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The “BC Button  

Shooting Lab provides several ways for you to find the Ballistic Coefficient for a bullet or spherical ball. 

The “BC” button menu includes the following items.  

“From Published ‘G1’ Table” will open a 

window with a list of published ‘G1' BC‘s for 

most common rifle bullets. These BC values 

can be used to duplicate published trajectories 

and while the easiest way to find a BC, it is not 

the best way to model trajectories.  

The “Find” and “Post button will locate items in 

the list or move the BC to the generation view. 

The index can be sorted differently with the 

column header buttons. The “Info” button 

provides more detail about how to use the list in 

Shooting Lab.  

“From Published ‘G7’ Table” will open a window with a list of ‘G7’ BC‘s compiled at the Aberdeen 

Proving Ground for military bullets and other sources. Always use these BC’s with generation 

parameters set to the ‘G7' drag model. G7 BC’s published by Bryan Litz are hidden but will function 

when selected and posted to generation parameters. 

“From Estimated Drag Coef.” is based on a bullet’s shape and can be used when range firing 

tests are not practical. It also provides additional useful and interesting information. (This option is 

covered later in the chapter under “The Coefficient of Drag Analysis”.)  

 
“From 2 Range Velocities” is always the preferred method, especially if you have velocity data 
at the muzzle and down range. This method uses two velocities and the distance between them to 
calculate a perfect BC for any drag model. It can also be used to duplicate published trajectories 
for a bullet where the coefficient is unknown, or to model results from actual range tests.  
If this menu option is selected a dialog will request the velocities at the muzzle and down range 
with the distance between them.  
 

If the “Range at Standard Sea Level Atmosphere” option is not checked, Shooting Lab will 

automatically adjust the calculated coefficient to its sea-level equivalent using the atmospheric 

conditions you have entered. It is always preferable to use the ICAO standard and atmospheric 

conditions as precise as possible. When the “Post Coef. and Muzzle Velocity to Input” button is 

selected the calculated BC and muzzle velocity will be posted to the parameters, otherwise the 

coefficient will be displayed in a new window for review.  

To duplicate most published ‘G1’ trajectory data first select the ’G1’ drag model from the “Drag” 

button menu. Enter generation parameters to match the published data, then select this option in the 

“BC” button and enter the muzzle velocity as published, a down-range velocity and the range to the 

second velocity. Select the “Range at Standard Sea Level Atmosphere” (published data is always 

adjusted to sea-level) and the “Post Coefficient and Muzzle Velocity to Input” buttons. Click “OK”.  
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The calculated BC and starting velocity will be posted to the data generation parameters. The 

resulting trajectory should nearly perfectly match the published data if it were actually generated 

using the ‘G1' drag model.  

“For Spherical Projectiles” The BC for round objects can be calculated for muzzle loader balls or 

even shotgun pellets. Spheres are identical shape; just of different size and weight; so getting a BC 

is easy. The BC is equal to the projectile’s form factor so only the diameter and wt. is needed. 

Always use the ‘GS’ drag model for spherical projectiles. 

The “Prev” Button  

Each time a new trajectory is calculated the old trajectory is posted to the “Previous Ballistic Runs” 

window. This window is nearly identical to the standard trajectory output view but with numbers near the 

top to identify each trajectory and buttons to move between each old run. The “Prev” button at the top of 

the exterior ballistics trajectory output view or corresponding menu item in the Exterior Ballistics menu 

opens this window. Parameters that are different than current settings will be highlighted in the headings.  

The Other Buttons  

Other buttons at the top of the generation parameters view will open or save parameters to a disk file for 

quick retrieval or open the chronograph analysis and previous runs windows. Each time you generate a 

new trajectory, the last trajectory is moved to the previous runs window which holds 5 trajectories in 

sequence. Use this window to compare results side by side. (Help Tips also describe button functions.) 
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TRAJECTORY OUTPUT VIEW  
 
The “Trajectory Output” view opens with a 
click on the the tab at the top of the window, 
when new data is generated by hitting the 
“enter” key twice when viewing “Generation 
Parameters”, clicking the “Generate Table” 
button or selecting “Generate Table” from 
the “Ext. Ballistics” menu. 
 
Moving between the generation and output 
views is accomplished by clicking the tab 
button at the top of the window or with the 
keyboard arrow keys if no text is selected.  
 
Bullet Path is a positive number when above 
the “Line Of Sight” (LOS) and negative 
below. Windage and Lead are always 
negative to the left and positive to the right 
of the LOS. 
 
The first line of output from Shooting Lab (at 

the muzzle) is displayed in red unless output 

has been changed to display click values. 

The far zero range will also be displayed in 

red if output falls on the far zero range. 

A typical trajectory will include summary information at the end of the table describing the ranges where 

the bullet crosses the LOS (near and far zero), its highest point over the LOS (mid-trajectory), the vital 

zone and point-blank range. If a maximum point blank range was requested the recommended far zero 

range will also be included in the summary. 

Immediately under the heading for each column of output are pop-up 

menus that change the unit of measurement. You can change output to 

inches, cm, feet, yards, meters, MOA, etc. without generating another 

table.  

Three check boxes immediately under the unit of measurement buttons 

will also alter output.  The first check box will highlight ranges within the 

transonic zone (between 100 fps above and 20 fps under the speed of 

sound).  The speed of sound changes with air density and is always 

included in the summary text. 

 
“Zeroed Out” under the Windage column will adjust output as if your 

scope was zeroed at the defined target range. 
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A zeroed windage column can produce interesting 

output.  Bullet Path and Windage are both affected 

slightly by Spin Drift and Coriolis. Add wind from the 

opposite direction can cause the trajectory to pass 

along both sides of the LOS. 

In this plot of the above sample the bullet actually 

travels to the left of the LOS. then continues to the 

right after the far zero range.  Especially when 

compounded with drift and coriolis, results can be 

confusing. Checking/unchecking parameters will allow 

you to see individual effects.  

The “Lead” column can be configured to include only the additional lead required to hit a moving target 
(assuming no wind deflection) or can include the displayed windage deflection column by checking 
“+ Windage”. 
 
The “Clicks” Button  
The “Clicks” button will change path and deflection columns to a sight correction “Click Table” with the first 
line of output as “cv=” and the click value retrieved from the log records. You should only need to use this 
button for open sight firearms since standard scope click values are included in the pop-up column header 
menus. 
 
The “Plot” Button  
You can plot the bullet‘s path, drop, wind deflection or the 
lead needed to hit a moving target for any or all of the 
previous 6 ballistic runs. Typing Ctrl “Y” will also open the plot 
dialog.  
 
Under most circumstances the “Smooth Plots” button can 
remain unchecked. This option is intended for use when there 
are few range points in the trajectory. If at least 10 range 
points have been calculated the “Smooth Plots” button will not 
change the appearance of resulting plots.  
 

If a single bullet path is plotted and the 
range extended beyond the point blank 
range, the plot window will show an impact 
plot to the right of the normal path plot. 
 
Click down on the slider button under the 
“Bullet Path” yard scale and move left or 
right to different ranges. The red impact 
marker will shift location to reflect impact 
at the selected range.  
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Descriptions will be truncated if more than 

one trajectory is plotted and each will be 

numbered to correspond with its location 

in the “Previous Ballistics Runs” window. 

To view trajectory output in the plot, click 

it’s line in the box titled “Trajectory 

Parameters:”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Only one trajectory can be included when the Wind 

Diagram is requested. The “Smooth Plots” button 

will also be disabled because it is not relevant for 

Wind Diagrams. You will be asked to enter a valid 

range from the trajectory table. 

The wind diagram’s units of measure can be 

changed with the buttons. Double click any value 

within the diagram to open another window with 

inch, cm., mil and MOA values. 

 

Note: The wind diagram does not reflect slight 

variation due to velocity erosion over long ranges. 

The difference is negligible at normal ranges and 

reasonable wind to 25 MPH. For a more finite  

comparison of the winds effect on bullet flight use  

the actual deflection data in the output. 

The “Game” Button  

“Practical” game weight refers to the probability of quickly and humanely killing game with one well -

placed shot to the chest area of the animal. The impact energy in combination with the size of the animal 

is used to make this determination. Larger game will require proportionally greater energy to ensure a 

quick kill and of course energy erodes with range and velocity.  

Generate a trajectory for a load and select a line of output that corresponds to the range of the longest 

shot you are likely to make. Click the “Game” button or select “Practical Game Wt.” from the Ext Bal 

menu. You will be offered three game weight options compiled from various encyclopedias and 

biological references.  
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The “Average” game weight option uses the typical weight for game 

species. If the male of a species is larger, the weight always refers to 

males. The “Large” game weight option uses weights that are larger 

than “normal”, and the “Trophy” option indicates sizes that may 

approach a world record.  

The formula used to calculate practical game weight can be 

adjusted for frangible varmint bullets by checking the box included 

in the dialog. If the box is not checked Shooting Lab assumes you 

are using a typical copper jacketed hunting bullet.  

Once the appropriate selections have been made, click “OK”. A 

window will open listing common game species. Species that 

can be reasonably taken with a single well placed chest shot 

will be highlighted. The weight column corresponding to your 

weight option selection will be indicated in red.  

Excessively oversized calibers ruin meat, and are not 

considered “sporting”. A button labeled “cut off” allows you to 

specify the cutoff point (percent of practical game weight) at 

which point game will not be included.  

Click the “Cut Off” button and enter a new cutoff point. For most 

bullets 70 to 80 percent of the practical game weight produces  

reasonable results.  

Note: Due to wide differences in habitat and sub-species it is 
impossible to establish weight ranges that exactly match the 
game for every region. A trophy Pacific whitetail may only weigh 
90 pounds, while whitetail in the northeast may exceed 300 
pounds.  
 
The practical game weight calculated by Shooting Lab should 
correspond closely to “conventional wisdom” but is less conservative than some published information. 
The “optimum” game weight may be 10 to 20% less than the maximum practical game weight calculated 
by Shooting Lab. If the game you hope to hunt is near or slightly exceeds the calculated maximum weight, 
use premium quality hunting bullets specifically designed for the game you are hunting.  
 
Some of the species listed in Shooting Lab’s output can no longer be hunted, or are only shot by game 
management officials to control populations. These species are included as a reference for comparison 
only. 
 
The “Cant” button  
This button will calculate the vertical and horizontal change to bullet impact resulting from sight cant 
angle.  
 
In the 1800’s a firearm built for long range accuracy was often equipped with a front sight level. Old timers 
understood the high trajectories of the day made it necessary to hold the bore and sight perfectly vertical. 
Modern shooters have extended ranges so long trajectories are again getting quite high and have 
rediscovered the importance of “Sight Cant”.  
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Modern versions of old sight levels are again available for use with optical sights to eliminate cant error 
and some scope manufacturers are beginning to build levels into their products.  
 
Canting a firearm a few degrees from vertical significantly changes the horizontal point of impact 
significantly and the vertical path slightly. If a firearm is held in the same canted position but zeroed at a 
specific range, tight groups can be maintained but the arm will shoot right or left of the LOS at other 
ranges. The degree of error is a direct function of sight height and total drop.  
 
If you have never thought about cant before, then consider this. Canting only 6 degrees (equal to one 
minute on a clock) may open a group horizontally as much as a 10% powder charge variation does 
vertically!  
 
The “Chron” button  
Opens the chronograph analysis 
window and duplicates selecting 
“Analyze Chron Data“ from the 
Main Lab menu.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The “Prev.” button  
Opens a window similar to the main trajectory 
output that contains the previous 5 trajectory 
runs.  Buttons at the top of the window allow you 
to move between the trajectories. Each time you 
generate a new trajectory, the previous trajectory 
data is posted to this window and the oldest is 
purged. 
 
Like the main trajectory output, you can revise 
the unit of measure and how columns are 
compounded. 
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THE EXTERIOR BALLISTICS MENU 
 
Generate Table 
Generates a new trajectory for the 
parameters you entered. The menu 
can also be selected by typing the 
"enter" key twice, Ctrl & "M" or clicking 
the “Generate Table” button.  
 
Plot Table 
Same as clicking the plot button in 
trajectory output. 
 
Cycle Parameters  
Shooting Lab will automatically 
generate several trajectory 
tables for comparison. Select the 
parameter to cycle from this 
menu and complete this dialog.  
 
Open Setup File  
Opens the standard "open file" dialog and points to your Documents/RSI Shooting Lab ext. bal. files. Ctrl 
& "O" or the “Open” button will also open files.  
 
Save Setup  
If you have entered a lot of unusual parameters, save the setup to file so you can quickly restore the 
setup. The default location for saving your files is in the Documents/ RSI Shooting Lab folder. Ctrl & "S" or 
the “Save” button will also execute the command.  
 
Delete File  
This menu allows you to delete setup files that have been saved to disk without opening your docs folder. 
 
New Tab File  
Shooting Lab exports standard tab-delimited text files for use with spreadsheet programs. (Excel™, 
Lotus™, etc.)  
 
When your spreadsheet program first opens a tab delimited file it will display the data as an unformatted 
worksheet. Most spreadsheet programs allow you to create a macro so you can quickly reformat the 
spreadsheet as you wish. You can specify which data to export, add a description, if the caliber and range 
heading should be included with the data, etc. 
  
Shooting Lab will always include a new header if the 
last record in the tab file is for a different caliber or 
range set. This menu gives you full control over the 
data to be exported but an alternative is to simply click 
down in output and drag it to an open spreadsheet 
window. 
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Append To Tab File  
Use this menu to add trajectory data to an existing tab-delimited text file. If the file has been modified by 
other software and saved in a format other than text, this menu may no longer work with the file. 
 
Clear Parameters 
This menu clears the parameters in the Ballistic Parameters View. 
 
Prev. Trajectories 
Opens a window containing the 5 exterior ballistic trajectories previously generated. Same as clicking the 
“Prev” button. 
 
Recoil  
This menu opens a dialog to estimate the recoil produced by a load. 
The resulting “theoretical” calculations are intended to compare 
loads in the same firearm or similar firearms with the same action. 
 
The type of action, muzzle compensation, stock design and 
characteristics unique to each arm as well as the shooter’s build will 
significantly impact the actual “felt recoil” and is beyond the scope of 
this analysis.  
 
Recoil is estimated for three measurements: 
 
Impulse Depends primarily on the ammunition. It is the measure used to compare different cartridges and 
loads. The weight of the firearm is not considered in this calculation.  
 
Free Velocity or “free recoil velocity” relates muzzle velocity to the 
weight of a firearm. The number reflects how fast a firearm moves 
rearward when fired. Free velocity over 15 fps for a gun weighing 6 to 7 
lbs. is considered by many shooters to be excessive and may produce 
“gun-headache”.  
 
Free Energy or “free recoil energy” is perhaps the best indication of the  
felt recoil or “kick” of a gun. It is the estimated ft. lbs. of kinetic energy  
theoretically transferred to the shooter by the firearm.  
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THE COEFFICIENT OF DRAG ANALYSIS (“From Estimated Drag Coef.”)  

The form factor and BC of a bullet can be estimated using only its dimensions if “From Estimated Drag 

Ceof.” is selected from the BC button menu. While less precise than calculating a BC using actual 

measured velocity erosion, it is often better than relying on published ‘G1' BC’s, especially for modern 

boat tail bullets. 

The Coefficient of Drag analysis can also 

be used to identify the most appropriate 

drag model for a particular bullet shape 

or create “custom” drag models for 

bullets that do not fall into any of the pre-

defined profiles. Sometimes it is possible 

to determine how far off published BC’s 

might be by reviewing changes to the BC 

values at different velocities.  

This sample is for a 30 caliber Lapua 

Scenar. The BC basis (drag model) is 

‘G7' and displayed in the upper left. The 

first column is velocity in 50 fps 

increments. The second is the calculated 

Coefficient of Drag (CD) at that velocity. 

The next 4 columns indicate the 

percentage of air drag on the nose, tail, 

base and skin of the bullet. The last 

column is the estimated BC at that 

velocity. Note several lines of output are 

highlighted and the estimated BC’s 

within the selected lines are averaged in 

the field to the lower left. (More under 

“The Plot Button” below.)  

You can manually type entries or use the pop-up menus 

next to headers to quickly access commonly used data 

(see the first chapter, about menu shortcuts). The “Bullet:” 

menu is more complex because information is used for 

several segments that require different information. 

Selecting "add or edit bullet" from the “Bullet:” menu will 

allow you to save all properties that may be required within 

the program. If what has already been entered came from 

the pop-up menu (description of the bullet is not “Keyboard 

Entry”.), then what has been stored for the bullet will be 

loaded into the entry window so you can edit the menu data.  

 

Another feature in this window is the “Adjust Pict Dims.” button. If you only have a picture of the bullet, 

enter the picture’s measurements then click this button and enter the bore or bullet diameter. All the 

dimensions will be automatically adjusted to reflect the bullet’s actual dimensions. 
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The “BC Basis” Button This button is similar to the “Drag” button in the ext. bal. parameters view but 

changes the drag model basis for the calculations which will then produce different BC values. 
  
The “Open/Save” Buttons  
As in other areas, these buttons save or open setup parameters to/from a disk file. Files are saved in your 
“Documents/RSI Shooting Lab/ExtBal Files/Drag Files/SL Coef of Drag” folder and can be opened with 
the “Open” button or loaded into the generation parameters “Drag” by selecting the “Load Drag File” menu 
in the “Drag” button. 
 
The “Export DRG“ Button  
This button will save output as a .drg drag files for use in the generations parameters “Drag” button menu. 
Files are saved in your “Documents/RSI Shooting Lab/ExtBal Files/Drag Files/Exported CD Files” folder. 
When using a saved Coef. Of Drag file or exported .drg file as the drag curve, the BC will always be 
1.000. 
 
The “Ave” Button  
This button averages the BC‘s in selected lines and displays the result in a new window. The same is 
accomplished by leaving the “Calculate Average BC” box checked.  
 

The “Plot” Button  

Shooting Lab will plot a bullet’s estimated 

drag (“X” black line) on top of the standard 

‘G’ drag curves.  

Each colored line is the Coefficient of 

Drag at velocities for the “standard 

projectile” shape, 1 inch in dia. with a BC 

of 1.000. Click the color key for more 

information about the shape of each 

model. 

Move the black plotted line on the chart 
using the up and down buttons. The best 
drag curve will be the one that most 
closely parallels your bullet’s plot.  
 
In this example the bullet perfectly parallels the ‘G7’ line (yellow) thereby identifying ‘G7’ as the best drag 
model to use. 
 
You may have read that BC’s are vary widely at different velocities.  This is actually only partly correct.  A 
correct BC and drag model that closely matches the bullets shape will be quite consistent. 
 
To demonstrate the consistency of a proper BC, return to the main Coef. of Drag analysis window and 
change the “BC Basis” setting for from ‘G1' to ‘G7' and back.  
 
It becomes evident from the right hand column that ‘G1’ BC’s must be averaged across a range of 
“reasonable” velocities for modern boat tails. This demonstrates the problem trying to convert ‘G1' BC’s 
for use with modern boat tail bullets. Since the calculated ‘G1' BC’s vary greatly with velocity, you would 
need to know the range of velocities that had been averaged or the exact velocity used to do a precise 
conversion. 
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To further visualize why this happens, look at the difference between ‘G7' and the “G1' line in the plot. The 
vertical spacing between the lines at different velocities corresponds perfectly to the change of a ‘G1' BC 
at different velocities. 
 
When converting a G1 BC within the Exterior Ballistics main generation parameters window (simply 
changing drag model and responding “yes” to convert the BC) the program converts BC’s using drag at 
the entered velocity. There is no way to know what range of velocities or actual firing velocity used to 
calculate the ‘G1' BC so the resulting converted BC can be over or under stated. 
 

 
Aerodynamics Settings  

Two menus adjust the calculations for “laminar” flow around the bullet. The first, “Air Flow”, specifies tail 

and nose turbulence using one of three options. “Flat Base Rifle” or “Boat Tail Rifle” should be used for 

modern rifle bullets. The “Handgun” option should only be used for flat based/blunt nosed handgun bullets 

or with flat based, round nosed rifle bullets or those having a very small nose radius. 

A second menu, “Nose Ogive” is used to tune the calculations for a bullet’s nose shape. "Nose Ogive" is 
simply the front of a bullet described by the radius of arch that creates the shape. The ogive measure can 
be the actual radius in inches or centimeters, calibers or a ratio of the "ideal tangent" radius called the 
Rt/R. The "ideal tangent" radius is one where the point makes a perfectly smooth transition to the main 
cylindrical body without any obvious line of transition.   
 
A 30 caliber 167 gr Lapua Scenar bullet has a nose .648 inches long with an ogive radius of 1.903 inches.  
The ogive radius is also 6.18 times larger than the bullet diameter, or 6.18 "Calibers".  It just so happens 
the 167 Scenar ogive of 1.903 inches is also the ideal tangent ogive so it's Rt/R is 1.0.  
 
A 30 caliber Sierra 155 Palma Matchking has a nose .8 inches long with a larger ogive radius of 2.156 
inches or 7 calibers.  It's ideal tangent ogive radius is smaller than the actual ogive so It's Rt/R ratio is only 
.91. 
 
Most bullets fall into one of 3 categories. The most common rifle bullet 
has a nose ogive close to the ideal “Tangent” without an obvious line 
of transition at the start of the main cylindrical body.  The Rt/R ratio of 
these bullets typically fall between .9 and 1.0. 
 
If the nose radius is larger than the ideal tangent it will intersect the 
main cylindrical body nearer the tail (longer nose) and will have an 
obvious transition line where the nose meets the main body.   These 
are called “Secant” ogive bullets.  Secant bullet shapes with 
significantly different flight characteristics typically have an Rt/R ratio 
under 0.6. Most true “VLD” bullets have a “Secant” ogive. 
 
New long range bullets from Berger are designed with ogives that cannot be described by a single arch 
and actually have two distinct arch radii in the nose.  These exiting new bullets offer the superior low drag 
of a Secant ogive but with seating depth/rifling land contact similar to tangent ogive bullets. As might 
expected they are called “Hybrid” bullets and have an Rt/R ratio between those of secant or tangent 
ogives. 
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The Tangent, Hybrid or Secant setting will suffice for general use.  If you are not sure, or depending on 
the information that is available; you can also enter the actual caliber, inch, millimeter or Rt/R ogive value 
to describe a bullet. An additional “Conical” option is provided that should only be used for true conical 
nosed bullets. 
 
 

The “Litz Estimated G7 BC” Button  

Bryan Litz’s Book “Applied Ballistics For Long Range Shooting” is highly recommended for those 

interested in practical information successful long-range shooters should know. One contribution 

contained in his book is an abbreviated method for estimating the ‘G7’ form factor and BC for a bullet.  His 

method is reasonably precise for higher velocity long range bullets that match the ‘G7’ shape. 

 

The “Litz Estimated BC” button will be enabled whenever 

‘G7’ is selected from the “BC Basis” button. Clicking the 

button will open a small window with a single field to enter 

the ogive in inches, millimeters, calibers or Rt/R.  Click “OK” 

in the window to see the estimate. 
 
The bullet dimensions you entered are used to 
complete this calculation.  Note the examples used in 
this documentation, Shooting Lab’s Coef. Of Drag 
analysis produced a ‘G7’ BC  
of .221 Compared to the Litz estimate of .222. 
 
Use the Litz estimate to confirm results in the 
main window or to determine if a more precise 
ogive entry (inch, mm,  Caliber, Rt/R) is needed. 
 
The Litz estimate will often deviate more from the 
full analysis result when velocities are under  
2,500 fps.  When using it to confirm results,  
compare numbers in the 2500 to 3100 fps range. 

 

 

COEFFICIENT OF DRAG AND BALLISTIC COEFFICIENTS  

These paragraphs are included just to explain the relationship between a bullet Coefficient of Drag, 

Sectional Density, Form Factor and Ballistic Coefficient. 

The Coefficient of Drag (C.D.) for an object is simply an aerodynamic value that can be used to relate air 

drag for a given air density to the resultant velocity loss.  It is the key number for Exterior Ballistic 

modeling and typically originates from Doppler radar data or other velocity measurement equipment.  

When using a conventional BC and drag model, the C.D. value is based on a standard projectile defined 

as 1 inch in diameter, theoretically weighing 1 pound (7,000 gr.) with a ballistic coefficient of 1.0. 

Sectional Density is part of what is needed to adjust the drag of the standard ‘G’ projectile 

described above to the actual bullet size. The "Sectional Density" of a bullet is weight divided by 

its cross sectional area.  
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Sectional Density = (Wt. in Grains / (Dia. * Dia.)) / 7000 

You can see the standard projectile described by any ‘G’ model then also has a sectional density of 

1.000. 

Another useful term occasionally found in older load manuals is a bullet's "Form Factor". The form 

factor is simply the C.D. of a bullet divided by the C.D. of the pre-defined ‘G’ model standard 

projectile. The Form Factor directly relates the C.D. of a bullet to that of the standard ‘G’ projectile. 

Form Factor = (C.D. of any bullet) / (C.D. of the Defined 'G' Model Std. Bullet 

 

The Ballistic Coefficient is the ratio of velocity retardation due to air drag (or C.D.) for a particular bullet to 

that of its larger 'G' Model standard bullet. To relate the size of the bullet to that of the standard projectile 

we simply divide the bullet's sectional density by its form factor.  
 

Ballistic Coefficient = (Bullet Sectional Density) / (Bullet Form Factor) 
 

From these short formulae it is evident that a bullet with the same shape, size and weight of the 

standard bullet will also have a BC of 1.000. If the bullet is the same shape, but smaller, it will have an 

identical C.D., with a form factor of 1.000 and a BC equal to its sectional density. Lost yuh? Don't worry, 

as you go further and try some things, it should fall into place.  

For any standard drag model that fits the profile of your bullet (plot line parallels one of the standard drag 

curves) the BC to use will be found on the line that most closely matches your muzzle velocity with the 

conditions standard set to ICAO. For the above sample output, if your muzzle velocity is 3100 fps, a BC of 

.352 should be used with the ‘G7’ drag model.  

To duplicate the methodology used by some bullet companies set 'G1' as the basis. Select lines for a 

range of muzzle velocities that the bullet could reasonably achieve. Click the "Ave" button to find the 

average BC within the selected velocity range. For the VLD example, the ‘G1' based BC averaged 

between 2,300 and 3,000 fps = .690.  

We have seen published BC’s for some 30 cal VLD bullets as high as .800! A BC of .690 for the smaller 

light weight sample bullet means it would retain 69 percent of the velocity of the larger standard 

projectile. You don’t need to be a physicist to recognize there is something wrong with a ‘G1' BC for this 

bullet. (See the technical addendum for more information on this subject.)  

Unfortunately there is no way of knowing the methodology used to calculate published BC’s or if they 

were even verified. It may be possible to “reverse engineer” the methodology used to calculate a BC 

with the various options for calculating BC’s provided in Shooting Lab.  
 

IMPORTANT NOTE: When using Doppler radar .drg files rather than a ‘G’ model, the specific projectile IS 

the standard projectile so it’s BC and Form Factor is always 1.000. 
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BALLISTIC COEFFICIENTS IN SUMMARY  

This section of the documentation is intended to help you select which method of finding a BC will be 
sufficient for your needs.  Depending on how you hope to apply this product, you may even be able to get 
by with a published ‘G1’ BC 
 
First, let us start with a tyical bullet that has published radar “.drg” data as the base line.  Our assumption 
is if it truly originated from Doppler Radar, the published trajectory should then match the real world.   
 
For the purpose of the study we have selected the .308 Lapua Scenar 167 gr. boat tail bullet.  It is of 
normal 30 caliber proportions with a standard tangent ogive.  (Sample generation setup files are included 
with the program to duplicate the following results.) One reason we chose the 167 gr. Scenar is that it 
nearly goes transonic within the published ranges and with an honest 100 yard zero, fully tests 
methodology when comparing the final 800 yard path numbers. 
 
PUBLISHED TRAJECTORY 
Range (yds)  0  100  200  300  600  800 
Velocity (fps)  2690  2491  2297  2110  1595  1295 
Path (inches)  1.5  0  -4  -15  -99  -221 
 
The following was generated using the published .drg data from Lapua with a BC of 1.000 and ICAO 
Atmosphere.  The slight difference may be due to conversion and rounding to imperial units.  As expected 
it is a close match. 
 
Velocity (fps)  2690  2491.4  2297.8  2111  1595.6  1296.2 
Path (inches)  1.5  0  -4.1  -14.8  -100.4  -222.9 
Difference  0  0  -0.1  +0.2  -1.4  -1.9 
 
We then switched to ‘G7’ standard drag and calculated a BC using their published muzzle and 100 yard 
velocity as .2276.  Results are also good to 800 yards and could be duplicated by any shooter using a 
Chronograph to measure velocity. 
 
Velocity (fps)  2690  2491  2300.4  2118.7  1620.2  1321.3 
Path (inches)  1.5  0  -4.1  -14.8  -99.6  -219.8 
Difference  0  0  -0.1  +0.2  -0.6  +1.2 
 
To test ‘G1’ we switched the drag model selection to ‘G1’ and used Lapua’s published ‘G1’ BC of .470. 
As is usually the case, the path is overly optimistic at 800 yards.. 
 
Velocity (fps)  2690  2498.2  2314.5  2138.4  1659.9  1392.6 
Path (inches)  1.5  0  -4.1  -14.7  -97.9  -213.9 
Difference  0  0  -0.1  +0.3  +1.1  +7.1 
 
Drag was then changed to ‘G7’ which better fits the shape of the bullet and we allowed Shooting Lab to 
convert the published ‘G1’ BC to .236.  Unfortunately because we do not know what velocities were used 
to calculate the ‘G1’ BC it did not change much, but moved in the right direction. 
 
Velocity (fps)  2690  2498.2  2314.5  2138.4  1659.9  1392.6 
Path (inches)  1.5  0  -4.1  -14.7  -97.9  -214.6 
Difference  0  0  -.01  +.03  +1.1  +6.4 
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We then tested ‘G7’ with Bryan Litz’s average ‘G7’ BC of .216 (would be used if selected from the ‘G7’ 
table) and results indicated more fall under the path at 800 yards.  The error is roughly the same as a 
straight ‘G1’ BC and drag, but in the opposite direction. 
 
Velocity (fps)  2690  2480.5  2280.4  2090.2  1570.2  1261.2 
Path (inches)  1.5  0  -4.2  -15.0  -102.3  -228.1 
Difference  0  0  -0.2     0  -3.3  -7.1   

 
Bryan’s book includes several ‘G7’ BC’s at different velocities with a BC of approximately .220 at 2690 fps 
so we tried that and as expected the results were better at 800 yards. 
 
Range (yds)  0  100  200  300  600  800 
Velocity (fps)  2690  2484.3  2287.6  2100.4  1588.0  1282.4 
Path (inches)  1.5  0  -4.1  -15.0  -101.3  -225.1 

Difference  0  0  -0.1     0  -2.3  -4.1 
 
At this point the best fit to Lapua's published data was either generated from their radar range .drg file or 
using 'G7' and a 'G7' BC calculated from measured velocity erosion. 
 
Next, we tried using drag values exported from the Coef. of Drag Analysis with a BC of 1.000.  Only bullet 
dimensional data was needed.  (Sample file was installed.)  Results are better than using 'G1'. 
 
Range (yds)  0  100  200  300  600  800 
Velocity (fps)  2690  2485.3  2289.0  2101.4  1592.3  1299.1 
Path (inches)  1.5  0  -4.1  -14.9  -101.2  -224.4 
Difference  0  0  -0.1    -0.1  -2.3  -3.4 
 
The final comparison was to use the estimated 'G7' BC at 2,700 fps (.221) from the Coef. of Drag Analysis 
with 'G7' drag.  Results are nearly identical to simply exporting drag from the Coef. of Drag analysis with a 
BC of 1.000 
 
Range (yds)  0  100  200  300  600  800 
Velocity (fps)  2690  2485.2  2289.3  2102.8  1592.3  1287.7 
Path (inches)  1.5  0  -4.1  -14.9  -101.1  -224.4 
Difference  0  0  -0.1    -0.1  -2.2  -3.4 
 
 
Conclusion:  All the methods provide reasonable results to ranges just above the speed of sound.  Using 
published 'G1' data and 'G1' drag should always provide overly optimistic results at long ranges. It Is 
important to note that ALL the methods have good precision to 600 yards, perhaps the longest shot most 
hunters should attempt. 
 
The most reliable modeling of long range trajectories should always be accomplished using good radar 
range data and BC of 1.000 but without that important information, a proper BC calculated from measured 
velocity erosion with the correct drag model should be within Inches at ranges just above transonic 
velocities. 
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Shooting Lab provides a simple yet effective way to select powders and determine if bullets fired from 

your rifle will stabilize. Like Exterior Ballistics, the Interior Ballistics window also has two tab buttons at the 

top for navigating between the two calculations. 

Shooting Lab does not attempt to estimate pressure or velocity. Affordable instrumentation is available for 

that purpose that will show shot to shot variations. A “theoretical estimate” of what velocity and pressure 

“should” be will not provide actionable data that can lead to optimal loads.  

LOAD DENSITY 

Load manuals usually list many more powders then just those likely to provide reasonable accuracy.  The 

wrong powder cannot possibly produce optimum accuracy no matter how much care and expense has 

been taken to make each round or time invested testing different powder charge weights. 

Ballisticians have long recognized that the amount of volume in a cartridge filled by powder greatly 
impacts the accuracy of a load. The percent of the available volume filled by powder is referred to as the 
"load density".  
 
For most calibers, as the load density is reduced (powder doesn't fill case), the point of peak pressure 
moves toward the muzzle and velocity falls off.  This is sometimes attributed to “powder column collapse” 
where powder is pushed down the bore and burns in the barrel behind the bullet.  This negative load 
characteristic contributes to barrel erosion and is why 40 degree and hemispheric shoulders are 
sometimes used in wildcat cartridges to improve performance. 
 
With a partially filled case the powder can shift with each shot so the powder does not burn consistently 
from the rear of the cartridge.  If more powder granules are exposed to primer flash, more granules will 
ignite affecting the speed of burn, pressure curve and resulting velocity for each shot.  In contrast, 
increasing the load density moves the point of peak pressure rearward toward the chamber, increases 
velocity and contributes to more consistent ignition, pressure and velocities. 
 
The laws of physics dictate higher velocity shots will print higher and lower velocity shots will print lower. 
Since every barrel will prefer a particular narrow velocity, if your load does not produce consistent velocity, 
no amount of effort trying to adjust the powder charge can successfully “tune” the load for a particular 
barrel. 
 
There is often a direct relationship between the burn speed (quickness of the powder) and the space a 
powder will fill. Powders are often made to burn quicker by reducing the granule size (contact points 
between the granules) which also increases its density so a given charge weight takes up less space.  
 
A powders density, with the manufacturer’s description of its intended application AND the volume of your 
cartridge can be used to select the best powders to use. 
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The top of the Load Density window includes 

areas labeled, "Cartridge.:" and "Bullet:". 

Information in these fields is used to calculate 

the volume of space inside the cartridge. 

Buttons on the lower left are used to enter 

powder charges.  

Cartridges can be selected from the “user 
defined” menu marked with the downward 
pointing arrow or you can type information 
manually.  
 
If "Add a Cartridge" is selected, the “Cartridge 
Data” window will open with buttons at the 
bottom. Locate the proper cartridge by 
selecting the correct bore dia., select the 
desired cartridge and click "Add Selection To 
Menus" button.  
 
The “Create Custom Menu Entry” button 
allows you to enter a wildcat or customized 
data. If your cartridge is not in the data base or 
you are shooting fire formed brass, use this 
button.  
 
The easiest way to find (or confirm) the capacity of a cartridge is to first weigh the empty cartridge. Fill it 
with water even to the brim and weigh it again. The difference between the two weights is the capacity 
in grains of water. Custom menu entries will include a "(c)" after the name to indicate it is a custom 
cartridge.  

 

You can manually type entries or use the pop-up menus 

next to headers to quickly access commonly used data 

Selecting "add or edit bullet" from the “Bullet:” menu will 

allow you to save all properties that may be required 

within the program. If what has already been entered 

came from the pop-up menu (description of the bullet is 

not “Keyboard Entry”.), then what has been stored for the 

bullet will be loaded into the entry window so  

you can edit the menu data. 

 

Another feature in this window is the “Adjust Pict Dims.” button. If you only have a picture of the bullet, 

enter the picture’s measurements then click this button and enter the bore or bullet diameter. All the 

dimensions will be automatically adjusted to reflect the bullet’s actual dimensions 

 

Once the cartridge and bullet data has been entered in the main Load Density window, select a powder 

from the pop-up buttons provided for each manufacturer and enter the charge weight. The Sierra load 

manual is an ideal reference for this analysis because it lists powder charges that produce similar velocity, 

not just a maximum and minimum safe charge.  
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When all your powder charge weights have been entered, click the "Rank by Density" button. The powder 

charges will be reordered from highest to lowest load densities with an estimated density for each charge. 

"Compressed" will be to the right of the charge weight if the charge exceeds 100%.  

 

If a powder is not included in Shooting Lab or the bulk density of a powder has changed use the "Other" 

button to create your own custom powder menu. Select "Add Powder" in the "Other" button and enter the 

requested data.  

 

Bulk density is commonly expressed as grams per cubic centimeter of water (g/cc). A bulk density of 

0.970 g/cc means the powder is 97% as dense as water. Since the weight of one cc of water is nearly 

always 1 gram, bulk density is the powder's weight in any volume divided by the weight of water filling the 

same volume.  

 

To determine the bulk density for a powder first weigh a container (large as practical) filled to the top with 

the powder, then empty the powder and fill the container to the top with water and weigh it again. Divide 

the weight of the powder by its weight full of water. The result (1.000 or less) is the bulk density of the 

powder.  

 

The shape of the powder can be determined from careful observation. Select the appropriate button to 

indicate the powder's shape, if its formulation is double-based and any notes you may have. Powder 

shape, type and notes will not affect the density analysis but is recalled when you click the "Get Info." 

button.  

 

Those charges with densities above a user defined cut off point will be highlighted. To change the cutoff 

point, click the “Cut Off" button and enter the percent of a full case to be included.  

 

The "Change" button at the top of the window will let you change the charge weight for highlighted lines in 

the list, the "Clear" button will delete entries and “Plot” will chart results.  

 

 

INTERPRETING OUTPUT  

Most powder companies will admit that density can differ by as much as ±10% between production lots. 

The powder densities preloaded into Shooting Lab are averages provided by the manufacturers. You 

should consider this limitation when comparing load densities. Powders that produce load densities within 

10% of each other may provide similar results and should not be eliminated from consideration. All rules 

are made to be broken. The theory of load density related to accuracy is not entirely foolproof, particularly 

when applied to certain cartridges and actions. Any safe charge with a load density over 80% may be 

worth testing if powders with higher densities do not produce good results.  

 

Step 1) Select powders in the list with higher densities and click the “Get Info." button. A short description 

of each powder will be displayed for your review. The description indicates how the powder is commonly 

used, and in some cases, other applications of interest. Use the buttons on the description dialog to 

accept or reject the powder for consideration.  
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Step 2) Click the “Burn” button to open the burn rate table. Powders in 
the main window will also be highlighted in the table.  
 
The powders with similar properties should be in close proximity in the 
list, or a similar burn rate. If any appear far removed from the rest you 
might want to further evaluate that power.  
 
Note: Burn rate tables only compare one of several powder properties 
and are based on “bomb” tests under a standardized condition.  Powders 
with similar burn rates may have other properties that make them unsafe 
for certain applications or none-standard conditions. 
 
Never use a burn rate table to substitute powders and always consult a 
good reload manual to ensure you are using a safe powder charge.  
 
 
This graphic representation was produced with the “Plot” button. 

 
 
Step 3) Once you have narrowed the list of powders it is time to work up a load. The "Analyze Target" 
segment will help compare group size to isolate what works best. For the above example the best 
powders correlated closely with “results on paper”.  
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BULLET GYROSCOPIC STABILITY  

The "Gyro Stability" tab opens a view used to estimate the gyroscopic stability of bullets. The term 

gyroscopic stability refers to the bullet's tendency to remain pointed in the same direction on firing. Just as 

a toy top will stabilize in an upright position when the string is pulled, a bullet fired with enough velocity 

and spin at the muzzle will dampen yaw and better stabilize the bullet as it travels down range. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Velocity always decays faster than the rate of spin so it is the rate of spin, not just range, that determines 

long range bullet stability. In theory, any bullet with sufficient muzzle velocity can be stable.  Unfortunately 

it is not always possible to achieve sufficient velocity to keep the bullet stable to long range if the barrel 

has insufficient twist. 

If you have ever had a bullet “keyhole” at close range but not at 100 yards, it is because the yaw has been 

dampened by spin before impacting the 100 yard target. Yaw may be caused bullet irregularities and case 

neck or bullet eccentricity due to poor dies or improper bullet seating. Longer bullets require more spin to 

stabilize. Shooters attempting to mitigate the effects of wind with heavier bullets are sometimes 

disappointed when accuracy declines. This loss of accuracy “may” occur because the rate of twist or 

velocity is insufficient to stabilize the longer bullet. 

This program view contains two areas for pertinent cartridge and bullet information and a third to specify 

the material composition of the bullet. As with the load density analysis, new cartridges and bullet data 

can be added using the pop-up menus.  
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The bullet “meplat” is the diameter across its nose. Even pointed hunting bullets or those with plastic 

ballistic tips have this dimension. The bullet’s “nose length” is measured from the main cylindrical body, 

where it first starts to taper, to the tip.  

The "Twist Rate:", “Nose Ogive:” and "Bullet Material:" pop-up menus are preset and cannot be changed 

but you can manually enter a twist rate or specific gravity that is not in the menus. Once all the information 

has been entered, click the “Calculate Stability” button. The “plot” button will graph results.  

The stability of a bullet is described by a number called the “Gyroscopic Stability Factor” or  

S.G. The main analysis shows the rate of spin that can be expected at various velocities (in fps and 

Mach values) with the specified twist rate, the S.G. factor value, S.G. factor indexed to a user defined 

minimum “cutoff” and the minimum twist rate and RPM to stabilize the bullet.  

In the example above the cutoff value is set to an S.G. value of 1.4. As a result, the index is defined 

as 100 = 1.4 and those lines with an estimated S.G. less than 1.2 are colored yellow. To ensure the 

above sample bullet is marginally stabilized with an S.G. value of 1.4 it would require velocity of at 

least 3,250 fps or a faster barrel twist rate. 

INTERPRETING DATA  

For most standard rifle calibers and loads, bullet stability is never a problem. But for certain calibers or if 

shooting heavier than normal bullets, poor stability can be detrimental to accuracy.  

The heavier and therefore longer a bullet is, the more difficult it is to stabilize. Several small bore calibers 

were made with slow twist rates for shooting light bullets. If you own an old 14 inch twist 22-250 barrel you 

may not stabilize boat tail bullets heavier than 50 grains but can shoot 55 grain flat based bullets. A 

standard 10 inch twist .223 barrel will not shoot 70 grain bullets, etc.  

In theory, an S.G. value of 1.0 suggests a bullet may be gyroscopically stable at sea level conditions 

right in front of the muzzle but it will not remain stable in denser air or at long ranges as rotation erodes.  

The S.G. value must therefore be higher to work in a wide range of conditions and to long ranges.  Over 

the past few decades attitudes have changed regarding what is a sufficient S.G. value.  For many years 

it was accepted that a minimal S.G value should fall between 1.25 and 1.4 AND bullets should never be 

over stabilized. An excessive rate of spin was believed to cause irregular bullets to "wobble" more in 

flight, causing “flyers”. 

 

W.C. Davis, Jr. and others have since verified over stabilization to S.G. values as high as 3.5 do not 

seem detrimental to accuracy. Also, instrumentation is available to identify perfect bullets and the quality 

of bullets has improved in recent decades. It is now common for long range shooters to use twist rates 

that produce an S.G. of 2.0 or more.  

Note: Beware of bullet companies who claim their bullets are best because they shot a new world record. 

They fail to tell you that as many as 75% of the bullets in a box may be culled do to measurable 

imperfections.  
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Greenhill's formula for minimum twist and maximum bullet length is an old simple calculation used for 
many decades. Greenhill provides a good general reference but is inadequate for shooters interested in 
critical bullet stabilization or when trying to determine if a particular bullet will stabilized in a particular 
firearm at safe pressures. 
 
If you have a barrel 40+ years old that will not stabilize new VLD bullets, the old Greenhill formula may 
have been the best analysis available when the twist rate was selected. 
 
The new simple rule for finding twist rates by Don Miller has certainly replaced Greenhill.  It is superior to 
Greenhill in most respects for rifle calibers. 
 
 

FINDING TWIST RATE  

You can find the twist rate of any barrel using the following method. Attach a cleaning brush to a rod and 

wrap the brush with a patch. Insert the patch-covered brush into the muzzle a couple inches. Mark the 

rod at the muzzle with a felt tipped pen or marker. If you are using a jointed rod, make sure all the joints 

are tight, then wrap any type of tape around the rod near the handle with a tape end sticking straight up 

as the "revolution indicator". Slowly push the rod into the barrel until the tape "revolution indicator" makes 

one complete turn. Mark the rod at the muzzle, remove the rod and measure the distance between the 

two marks. The distance between the marks is the barrel's twist rate.  
 
 

THE INTERIOR BALLISTICS MENU  

 

Run Analysis  

Alternative to clicking the "Rank Density" or "Calculate Stability“ buttons.  

Plot Data  

The analysis for either view can be plotted with this menu. Same as typing Ctrl & "Y" or clicking "Plot".  
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Open Setup File  
Opens files saved to your hard drive. Ctrl & "O" or clicking “Open” buttons will also execute the menu.  
 
You can also import only the powder list from a saved file with the “Import” button. A standard file dialog 
will ask you to select a file to import. You will then be asked to enter a powder charge for each powder in 
the file.  
 
Save setup  
This menu saves all the input parameters to a file so you can open the file at a later time. The default 
location for all files is in the interior ballistics folder in your Documents/ RSI Shooting Lab folder. Ctrl & 
"S" keys or the “Save” buttons will also save a file.  

Delete File  

This menu allows you to delete saved files without exiting Shooting Lab.  

Set Cut Off  
Sets the user defined minimum cutoff value that will be used to highlight lines. Also executed with the 
"Cutoff" buttons.  
 

Clear List/Clear All  

Clears the displayed output and/or parameters. Can also be executed with the "Clear" buttons.  
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The Shooting Log provides a place to store information about your firearms. The records are also used 

by other parts of Shooting Lab to make sight corrections and to maintain loaded round inventory.  

THE FIREARM INDEX  

The Shooting Log will always open to an index which lists all your firearms. To change the sort method 

click any column heading button. Click down between the header buttons and drag to change the column 

widths so it fits your data. If the window is resized all the columns will shrink or expand proportionately.  

 

 

  

 

Data in the Shooting Log, Load and Shot Record segments are saved to the RSI Shooting Lab documents 

folder in SQL data base format. The SQL format can be read by other database software or even used on 

internet servers. Double click any line in the index to open a firearm log.  

THE FIREARM RECORDS  

The firearm record window has 

two tabs at the top to access 

the log view (where rounds 

fired are recorded) and where 

you record information about 

the firearm.  
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Shooting Log  

To add a log entry, click down and drag a line from the load record index into the white log field. A dialog 

will open to complete the entry. Begin with the “Date” button and move right as buttons are activated. (A 

mouse click with the "shift" key down will always duplicate the last entry made with a button). Inventory for 

the load will be reduced by the rounds you enter.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The “Manual Log Entry” button is used to make entries for loads that are not on file (factory ammo) or to 

start a log for a used firearm.  When a shooting log record is active, double clicking a line in the log will 

automatically launch the edit feature. 

To review information about the firearm, click the “Firearm Data” tab.  

Firearm Data  

The "Firearm Data" view contains infor-

mation used to identify the arm and opens 

each time you create a new record. The 

most important items are caliber and sight 

click values.  

 

In theory you will only need to access the 

firearm data two times, when you first 

acquire a firearm (enter everything in the 

new record except the disposition info.), 

and then again when you sell the firearm 

and complete the record with the date, 

name and address of who you sold it to.  

 

Use the "New Firearm" or "Duplicate 

Record" menus or corresponding buttons to 

create a new firearm record. The 

"Template" button opens a record template 

where you can set default information that 

will always appear in new records.  
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Click Value Buttons  

Minute of Angle sight click values for arms equipped with open sights or unmarked scopes can be 

calculated using the “Vert. and Hor. Click Value” buttons. There are two methods available in the pop-up 

menus; "From Sight Movement" and "Change To Impact".  

If you need to calculate a click value for open mechanical sights use the "From Sight Movement" 

option. You will need to do some measuring first. Measure the distance between your front and rear 

sights and record this distance.  

Find a good place on the gun to measure sight movement with a caliper or micrometer. Measure the 

vertical sight height and write the measurement down. Move the elevation at least 10 clicks, record the 

change to sight height and determine the movement in 000's of an inch per click. Repeat the process 

again for windage.  

Now select "Calculate MOA -From Sight Movement" and 

enter the information.  

The sight movement in 000's of an inch for each click will 

be converted to M.O.A.'s/click and posted to the firearm 

record.  

 

 

 

The "Change To Impact" method of calculating sight 

M.O.A./Click uses actual range firing test results. This method 

works for scopes or other sights that cannot be measured 

mechanically or can be used to verify the accuracy of the 

manufacturers stated click values.  

For a firearm that is already “sighted-in”, move the elevation or 
windage several clicks and note the change to impact. The 
range, number of clicks and change to impact is sufficient to 
calculate the minutes of angle for every click of the sight.  
 
Most rifle sights are .25 to .35 M.O.A.'s/click. At 100 yards each 

click will only move the impact 1/4 to 1/3 inch, so it should be possible to move the sight 20 clicks without 
going off the target. Revolvers with 6 in barrels and roughly 7.5 inches between sights may have an 
M.O.A./Click of 1.5 of more. At 25 yards 20 clicks of 1.5 M.O.A. will move the impact 8 inches.  
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THE SHOOTING LOG MENU  

New Log  

This menu opens a new firearm record. The new record will always include what is on the firearm 

record template. Typing Ctrl & "N" or clicking a “New Log” button will also open a new firearm record.  

Delete Log  

This menu will either delete the firearm currently displayed, or the firearm selected in the index view. 

Clicking the “Delete Log” button in a record will also delete the record.  

Duplicate Record  

A unique feature of Shooting Lab is its ability to save entry time. If you are entering several records that 

have only minor differences, use this menu. You can also type Ctrl & "D" or use the “Duplicate” button.  

Rename Log  

Unlike Load Records where each caliber is saved in a separate data base file that can be renamed, 

all firearm logs are saved in one log file (located in your Documents/RSI Shooting Lab/Logs folder). 

This menu allows you to rename individual firearm logs if required.  

Export To Tab File  

Shooting Lab will export a tab-delimited report that can be used with spreadsheet programs (Excel™, 

Lotus™, etc.). Your spreadsheet program will open the file as unformatted text. Most spreadsheet 

programs allow you to create a macro so the columns can be quickly re-formatted the way you like.  

Set Record Template  

The Shooting Lab includes a record template feature that can be used to automatically enter data in 

new records. If your firearms all share similar information use this menu (or the “Template” button) to 

save time.  
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The Shooting Lab provides a place to record and access your brass cartridge loads.  

LOAD RECORD INDEX  

Reload Records always opens to an index window. You can configure preferences to open the index for 

you each time the program is started. The index lists loads for one caliber. The caliber, number of records 

and how the index is sorted is displayed within the heading at the top of the window.  

To change calibers click the pop-up “Caliber” button and select an item from the menu. To change the 

sort method simply click any of the header buttons at the top of a column. You can search for text in the 

index with the “Edit/Find” menu described in the first chapter.  

Columns can be resized to fit your data by clicking down between the header buttons and dragging your 

mouse. To open any load listed in the index, simply double click the line.  

You will be using the load index a great deal when working with other program segments. Where a 

description about a load is required (Ext. Bal., Target Analysis, etc.) simply click down on the load in the 

index and drag it to input fields in other windows.  
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Optional Secondary Sort  

A secondary sort option is available to limit 

displayed loads to only those that match user 

defined criteria. When the "2nd Search" button 

is clicked (or “Search” in a record) the following 

window will open.  

Entries in this window are cumulative. The 

above example has only one item selected to 

find all loads with the “Label” box checked (to 

print labels). If you were to add a date, then 

only those loads with the “label” box checked 

that match the date selection will be included, 

etc. It is easy to add so many sort parameters 

no loads match, so if nothing matches, double 

check your selections.  

When finished with your selection(s) click “Find Matching Records”. The window will close and the index 

will include only loads that matched the search criteria. A small check box to the right of the “Inv” column 

header will be checked indicating all your loads are not listed. Uncheck the box in the index to show all 

loads for the caliber again, or check it to show those that matched the secondary search.  

THE LOAD RECORDS  

Double clicking a line in the load 

index will open the record.  

 

Like other program segments 

there are “user definable” pop-up 

buttons to facilitate data entry. 

Like Logs, there is also a 

template feature to “pre-fill” new 

records, buttons to create new or 

duplicate records, etc.  
 

The 4 custom data fields are 

intended to provide a place for 

you to save additional infor-

mation you always keep with 

your records. Change titles for 

the fields by clicking them and 

naming the field. The titles will 

be used for all calibers and 

loads.  
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Saved Target Analysis files and PressureTrace files can be associated with individual load records. Either 
drag a file to a button or add an association via the pop-up menu. Once a file is associated with the load, 
selecting it from the menu will either open it in the Target Analysis segment or in the PressureTrace 
program.  

Anything you wish can be saved in the notes field. All notes fields support drag and drop so you can 

simply click down in output produced in other windows and drag it to the field.  

A small “pad lock” button can be set to prevent accidental changes to records.  
 
Entering Load Data  
New calibers are added with the "New Caliber" menu or “Calibers” button in the index. New load records 
are created with the "Add New Load" menu, or the buttons at the top of each record.  
When possible, use the pop-up button menus so entries are consistent. A simple mouse click with "shift" 
held down will insert the last selection made from a pop-up menu.  
 
Check Boxes  
Some of the check boxes listed under "Bullet Data:" and "Case Data:" are equipped with shortcuts to 
insert information into notes. For example, selecting the "(resized)" button will ask you to select "Neck 
Only" or "Full Length". If you click “Neck Only” a note will automatically be inserted at the end of the 
"Notes:" field. Hold the "shift" key down while checking a box to override these prompts.  
 
Load Inventory Activity  
If a record is locked you will only be able to tab between the "Date", "Rnds. Loaded" and "Rounds Fired". 
Entering a number in "Rnds. Loaded" will add the new loads to inventory. Entering "0" in "Rnds. Loaded" 
will reset the inventory to "0". Entering a number in the "Rounds Fired" blank will deduct the number from 
the inventory then leave the blank empty and add the number to "Total Fired".  
 
NOTE: If you use the "Shooting Log" part of the program for tracking inventory, the rounds fired from a 
firearm are automatically deducted from the load record's inventory, added to "Rounds Fired" and added 
to "Total Fired". In this way you can maintain inventory and also keep track of rounds fired through your 
arms.  
 
If you deduct inventory from within the load record (not a log), the rounds fired are not associated with a 
particular firearm.  
 
Reload Checkbox  
The "Reload" button is simply used as a marker to indicate whether you want to load more of the recipe.  
 
Print Labels Checkbox  
You can print labels for any open record or all the indexed loads by selecting the "Print Labels" menu. The 
"Print Labels" Button is a convenient way to mark records so box labels can be printed using the 
secondary sort indexing option.  
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Boresight Data  

Each load record can include boresight information for your firearms. If a load record includes boresight 

information the “Boresight” button’s title will be underlined. The “Boresight” button opens this window.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

The first time the window opens it may not display the grid image. Click “Set Grid” and select one from the 

folder. You can create your own custom grid with any paint program. A starter grid background and 

instructions are included in the “Read Me” file inside your “Documents/RSI Shooting Lab/Boresight Grids” 

folder.  

Adding Boresight Data to Load Records  

Click on the “New Entry” pop-up menu. All firearms on file in the Shooting Log segment with the same 

caliber will appear in the menu. Enter the firearm description, zero range, conditions and notes in the 

dialog and click “OK”. Then, click on the grid to mark where the scope's reticle is centered over the 

boresight grid. A red circle will mark the location for future reference or retrieval.  

Holding the "shift" key down while clicking on the grid image will move the mark to the previous 

location(s). The "pad lock" button will lock record to prevent accidental changes. As their labels indicate 

the “Revert All” button will remove changes you have made since the load record was opened, and the 

edit/delete buttons can be used to modify the selected entry.  
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THE RELOAD RECORDS MENU  

Add New Caliber  

This menu or “Add Caliber” in the “Calibers” index button creates a new caliber database file. The 

caliber database files are all located in your “Documents/RSI Shooting Lab/Load Records” folder.  

Add New Load  

When this menu is selected a new load record is opened for the selected caliber. The new record will 

contain any information included in the load record template. Typing Ctrl & "N" or the “New” button in 

an open record will also execute this menu.  

Duplicate Load  

If you are entering several loads that have only minor differences, use this menu. The duplicated 

record should be changed before you continue or close the window so you don’t actually create 

duplicate records. Typing Ctrl & "u" or the “Duplicate” button will also execute this menu.  

Delete Load  

Deletes the load record currently open or selected load in the index. Typing Ctrl & “D” or clicking the 

“Duplicate” button in an open record will also execute the menu.  

Set Record Template  

Opens the load record template used to pre-fill data in all new records. If your loads share similar 

information, use this menu (or the record window “Template” button) to save time.  

Recoil  

This menu opens a dialog for estimating the recoil produced from the load. If the firearm is using black 

powder, select the black powder option.  

The resulting calculations are intended to compare loads in the same firearm or similar firearms with 

the same action. The type of action, muzzle compensation, stock design and other characteristics 

unique to each arm will have significant impact on the actual "felt recoil" and is beyond the scope of 

this analysis. Recoil is estimated for three measurements.  

Impulse  

Depends primarily on the ammunition. It is the measure used to compare different  

cartridges and loads. The weight of the firearm is not considered in this calculation.  

Free Velocity  

The free velocity or "free recoil velocity" relates muzzle velocity to the weight of a firearm. The 

number reflects how fast a firearm moves rearward when fired. Free velocity over 15 fps for a gun 

weighing 6 to 7 lbs. is considered excessive and may produce "gun-headache".  
 
Free Energy  
Free Energy or "free recoil energy" is perhaps the best indication of the felt recoil or "kick" of a 
gun. It is the estimated ft. lbs. of energy theoretically transferred to the shooter by the firearm.  
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Cost Calculator  

The load record segment has a special menu that allows 

you to calculate the cost of reloading. Select the menu and 

use this dialog to enter your component costs with local 

sales tax. If you check the “Post To Notes” box the 

information will be added to the load notes as in the 

example above, otherwise it will be displayed in a separate 

window.  

 
 

Print Box Labels  

This menu will print box labels for all the indexed loads or the load record currently selected in the index. 

Select the label size (Small or Large) and click the image for the location of the first label on the sheet. Set 

the other parameters including the top margin, the number of labels, etc. and click “Print”.  
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The Shooting Lab’s shotgun loads segment is similar to reload records for brass cartridges but adapted 

for shotgun components. Differences between this segment and the brass cartridge load record segment 

are highlighted in this chapter.  

THE SHOTGUN LOAD INDEX  

Like the Reload Records segment, the Shotgun Loads segment always opens to the index window. The 

shotgun load index can also be configured to open when the program starts. Column headings reflect 

shotgun components but the user interface is the same, select a sort method with header buttons and 

open loads by double clicking a line.  
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Misc. Shot Info.  

The Shot Load menu contains general information about shot components and ballistics. The shot size 

information can be used to calculate spherical BC’s for use with the ‘ GS’ drag model to calculate shot 

trajectories.  

Shot Size & Count -Table to estimate the number of shot pellets in loads Factory Loads -Table to 

compare your loads to typical factory loads Lead Vel. & Energy -Table of the energy delivered by lead 

pellet shotgun loads Lead T.O.F. & Trajectory -Estimate the time of flight and trajectory of lead loads  
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This chapter contains a short discussion about ballistic models and shooting on an incline.  

HISTORY OF EXTERIOR BALLISTIC MODELS  

In 1881 Krupp of Germany first precisely quantified the air drag influence on bullet travel by test firing 

large flat-based blunt-nosed bullets. Mayevski had devised a mathematical model to forecast the 

trajectory of a bullet and Ingalls published his famous tables using Mayevski's formulas and the Krupp 

data. In those days most bullets were of similar shape. Ingalls therefore defined the Ballistic Coefficient 

(BC) of a bullet as its ability to overcome air resistance in flight indexed to Krupp's standard reference 

projectile. Their original mathematical model has been refined many times but it is still the foundation of 

small arms exterior ballistics including the reliance on BC's.  

By the middle of the 20th century rifle bullets had become more aerodynamic and there were better ways 

to measure air drag. After WWII the U.S. Army's Ballistic Research Lab (BRL) conducted experiments at 

their facility in Aberdeen, MD to better measure the drag caused by air resistance on bullets of different 

shape. They discovered the air drag on bullets increased substantially more just above the speed of 

sound than previously understood and that bullet shape significantly affected velocity erosion due to air 

drag. They also refined the original Ingalls model to better forecast the trajectory of flat-based bullets. In 

1965 Winchester-Western published several bullet drag functions based on the BRL research. The so-

called "G" functions for various shapes included the modified Ingalls model designated "G1".  

 

Although the BRL demonstrated that a single standard projectile could not parallel the 

flight of ALL bullet shapes, the "G1" drag model was adopted by the shooting industry 

and is still used to calculate BC's. Although refined, it still has a shape similar to the old 

blunt-nosed, flat-based Krupp artillery round of 1881 with a 2 caliber ogive rather than 

that of a modern bullet. 

 

This plot shows how inadequate a single 

drag function is for all modern bullet shapes. 

Another model included in the original 1965 

Winchester report, the G7 function, nearly 

perfectly matches the calculated drag for a 

.308 "VLD" bullet identified as the black line.  

 

The firearms industry has developed myriad 

ways to compensate for this problem. Most 

bullet manufacturers properly measure 

velocity erosion then publish BC's using an 

"average" of the calculated G1 based BC's 

within "normal" velocities.  

 

This means the only spot on the G1 curve 

where the model is correct is at the so-called  

"normal" or average velocity. These BC's are wrong at other velocities unless the bullet has nearly the 

same shape, and therefore the same drag as the standard G1 projectile.   
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Some older ballistic programs adjust a ‘G1’ BC for velocities above the speed of sound. Others use 

several BC's at different velocities in an effort to correct their method. While these approaches mitigate 

some of the problem, in the final analysis, BC's based on ‘G1’ when applied to modern shapes can 

produce discontinuities as drag is changed abruptly at predetermined velocity zones. The result may 

indeed be close to a "real world" trajectory, but only if you have the correct set of BC’s with velocity zones 

to force it to work. These methods are far from “mathematically elegant” and cannot be applied to 

to bullets missing from their data base. 

 

Shooting Lab uses the same techniques that are applied to missile aerodynamics (called aeroballistics). 

Aeroballistics uses the coefficient of drag and speed of sound rather than traditional Ingalls/Mayevski/ 

Sciacci s, t, a & i functions. This avoids velocity discontinuities and when combined with a proper drag 

model offers far more precision to distances beyond 1000 yards. 

 

Shooting Lab contains the most recent version of 9 different standard drag models covering most bullet 

shapes. The following models and their sources are included in the Shooting Lab:  

Army BRL, Aberdeen Proving Ground.  

(smoothed by the BRL and adjusted to fit firing tests)  

G1.1 -S.A.A.M.I Standard model, Flat Based with 2 caliber (blunt) nose 
ogive   

 

G5.1 -For Moderate (or low base) Boat Tails - 7° 30' Tail Taper with 
6.19 caliber tangent nose ogive  

 

 
G6.1 -For flat based "Spire Point" type bullets - 6.99 caliber secant nose 
ogive  

 

 
G7.1 -For "VLD" type Boat Tails -long 7° 30' Tail Taper with 10 caliber 
tangent nose ogive  

 

 
G8.1 -Flat base with similar nose design to G7 -used for the US M2 152 gr 
.30 cal bullet, close to G6  
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S.A.A.M.I. /BRL  

(Extrapolated from BRL graphs)  

GS -For round ball -Based on measured 9/16" spherical projectiles as 
measured by the BRL  

 

S.A.A.M.I. /Remington Arms 

(Smoothed and expanded) 

 

 
RA4 -For 22 Long Rifle, identical to G1 below 1400 fps  

 

 

 
From Winchester-Western (adjusted by linear equation)  

GL -Traditional model used for blunt nosed exposed lead bullets, identical to 
G1 below 1400 fps  

 

Other  

GI -Converted from the original Ingalls tables  

 
 
Shooting Lab has been able to calculate perfect BC’s for any drag model using measured velocity erosion 
or estimate the BC’s from just bullet dimensions and shape.  It now also has the ability to use bullet 
specific Doppler radar drag files provided by some European companies. We hope other companies will 
publish radar range data for use in Shooting Lab.  (See comparison of methods at the end of the Exterior 
Ballistics Segment in this documentation.) 
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SHOOTING ON AN INCLINE  

Shooting on an incline has a negligible impact on total bullet drop, even at steep angles, but significantly 

changes the bullet's path. Whether the angle is uphill or downhill the mid. trajectory range and rise is 

always larger than level fire, causing the bullet to impact above the shooter’ s line of sight. The mistake 

many hunters make is thinking they need to aim low when shooting uphill and high when shooting 

downhill.  

 

This may seem confusing but it is logical when 

you consider the angle of incline refers to the 

line of sight, not the boreline. If the incline angle 

is 45 degrees uphill, then the boreline is at an 

angle greater than 45 degrees; but when 

shooting downhill at 45 degrees, the boreline 

angle is smaller than the incline. The true drop 

is always measured vertically from the boreline 

to each point along the trajectory, while the path 

is measured perpendicular to the line of sight.  

 

In most big game hunting situations the 

adjustment for incline is minor, and can be 

factored into a reasonable vital zone. The 

following plots shows how a 30-06 round is 

affected at various incline angles. Note that the 

greatest risk of overshooting the vital zone is in 

mid. range, but by only a couple inches. If a 

hunter holds a couple inches low when shooting 

up or downhill the potential for a miss of most 

game is mitigated. However, if you hunt with a 

pistol or low velocity firearm in rough terrain, 

knowing how your load's trajectory will change 

when shooting on an incline may be critical.  

 

To verify a general sight setting for shooting on 

an incline first enter the parameters for a load 

as it  

will be shot on level ground then verify output. For normal big game hunting applications you should have 

a vital zone of five to ten inches at the zeroed range. Return to the parameters view. Enter an incline 

angle that you are likely to encounter to the parameters and generate a new trajectory table. Plot the drop 

and path for the trajectories. Compare the change to path at various ranges and determine if shooting on 

an incline will be a significant factor for the load.  

 

If the inclined vital zone is less than one quarter more than the level fire vital zone, and you are a good 

shot, you may be able to ignore the effect of shooting on an incline. If there is a significant difference at 

the range you may shoot then consider re-sighting the firearm for a smaller level fire vital zone or 

remember to hold low when shooting on an incline.  
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